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Abstra t
This thesis presents a theoreti al study of the role of nu lear degrees of freedom in the x-ray
absorption, x-ray resonant s attering and some aspe ts of the intera tion of matter with
strong laser elds. Most numeri al simulations are performed with a time-dependent wavepa ket program that have proved its robustness in previous investigations.
experimental results are also presented for
The rst problem

The relevant

omparison when available.

onsidered in the thesis is the possibility of obtaining x-ray absorption

spe tra with resolution beyond the natural lifetime broadening of the

ore-ex ited ele troni

states. It is shown that the method of measuring x-ray absorption in the resonant s attering
mode suggested earlier for that purpose exhibits severe limitations originating from the
lifetime vibrational interferen e between the intermediate
However, a broad

ore-ex ited vibrational levels.

lass of mole ules is found for whi h spe tra with super-high resolution

an indeed be obtained.

These mole ules have parallel potential energy surfa es of the

ore-ex ited and nal states for the x-ray s attering pro ess.
The interpretations of two interesting

ases of x-ray absorption and Auger s attering follow.

The rst one is related to s attering through a doubly ex ited

Π

state in the CO mole ule.

A Doppler split feature near 299.4 eV and strong s attering anisotropy are observed. Both
features are well explained and reprodu ed by the theory. Next, the ele tron-vibrational ne
∗
stru ture of the O1s→ σ ex itation for O2 is investigated by means of dierent models. We
are able to single out the ele troni

states and interpotential

rossing points responsible for

the pe uliar absorption prole. Based on these ndings we explain and reprodu e the x-ray
Auger s attering spe tra through the same ex itation. Here we en ounter a rather unusual
situation in whi h the Auger spe tra are ae ted by three types of the interferen e: Apart
from the lifetime vibrational interferen e, a strong interferen e between two intermediate
ele troni

states and an interferen e with the dire t-s attering amplitude is also present.

The pro ess of intramole ular vibrational redistribution (IVR) is investigated in the

ontext

of formation of amplied spontaneous emissions (ASE) inside laser-pumped gain media.
IVR raises to a higher energy region the threshold pump intensity after whi h blue-shifted
ASE is observed.
Finally, we suggest a new s heme of x-ray pump-probe spe tros opy based on the

ore-

hole hopping in N2 indu ed by an infrared laser eld. We investigate the result from the
ore-hole hoping on the vibrational stru ture of the x-ray absorption prole. Furthermore,
by populating

ore-ex ited states with opposite parities, the laser eld opens up symmetry

forbidden resonant inelasti
ele troni

s attering

stru ture of matter.

hannels, whi h

an give new insights about the
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

Quantum me hani s is the s ien e des ribing the world of elementary parti les. This rather
trivial senten e has been so often mystifying the general publi , for the quantum world is
indeed a strange and in omprehensible one, full of oddness and governed by mere
No matter how

han e.

onfusing the relations between the elementary parti les may seem, how-

ever, quantum me hani s does its job very well, it explains experiment after experiment
with unpre edented a

ura y. The unbreakable

onne tion between theory and experiment

has never been stronger and, hen e, any progress of the theory leads to progress in the
experiment, and vi e versa.

This fa t is so well seen nowadays when the world's leading

theoreti ians, even though arguably being on the edge of

reating a theory of everything,

have all held their breath hoping that just one parti le- ollision experiment may lead to
an experiment-driven advan e of parti le physi s.

The driving for es in s ien e were no

mu h dierent in the very beginning of the previous

entury when the bla k-body problem,

a mere theoreti al abstra tion of experimental observations, prompted Plan k to suggest
that radiation might be made up of quanta  small indistinguishable elements of energy.
Naturally, most of the rst advan es in the newly forming quantum theory were inherently
related to the intera tion of the elementary parti les with light and, thus, to spe tros opy.
The fundamental link between theory and spe tros opy is still preserved today, and x-ray
spe tros opy, in parti ular, is not at all an ex eption.
The dis overy of x-rays in 1895 by Röntgen pre eded the quantum theory by several years.
But despite the la k of fully adequate theory, the pra ti al side of the dis overy was immediately realized and led to an early form of its well-known medi al appli ation just a few
months later. The major

ornerstone in the foundation of x-ray spe tros opy was set by

Barkla who found in 1909 that x-ray radiation emitted by the elements is
their atomi

hara teristi

of

weight. It is noteworthy that in his works Barkla showed both the appli ability

1
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2

and the limitation of the quantum theory in relation to x-rays. New insights soon followed
proving that x-ray light

an

arry also information about the surrounding

hemi al environ-

ment, many-ele tron pro esses, et . The great interest in the eld during those early years
an be qui kly understood from the fa t that half of the Nobel Prizes in Physi s from 1914
to 1924 were given to the development of x-rays s ien e. Several de ades later, the a
lated knowledge in x-ray s ien e turned into a te hni al know-how. The unique

umu-

apability

of x-rays to penetrate in opti ally opaque materials were taken advantage of in many areas
of modern life. X-ray-based diagnosti

imaging, radiotherapy, and et . are indispensable to

medi ine nowadays. Similarly, x-rays are used in industry as a powerful quality-assuran e
tool revealing the inner stru ture and

omposition of materials. The element sele tivity of

x-ray in absorption te hniques su h as EXAFS
is

1

(extended x-ray absorption ne stru ture)

apable of identifying small-s ale arrangements of atoms and mole ules. X-ray

graphi

data for the stru tures of inorgani , organi

used in various s ienti
most

and biologi al materials are

rystalloommonly

elds. The list of x-ray appli ations is very long indeed and will

ertainly in rease in future.

It was about almost twenty years ago when te hnology paid ba k the
by x-ray s ien e to its development. The

ontribution made

onstru tion of a new generation of syn hrotron

radiation sour es provided x-ray light with previously unimaginable

hara teristi s.

The

bright syn hrotron radiation having a broad energy spe trum gave the opportunity to produ e intense narrow-band tunable x-ray beams and that took x-ray spe tros opy to a whole
new level. A range of x-ray inelasti
x-ray sour es, be ame a
in luding post- ollisional
terferen e ee ts,

7

s attering events, whi h were di ult to reveal by older

essible. A great deal of new pro esses and ee ts were observed

2

intera tions, Auger de ays,

orbital-sensitive ex itations, et .

37

vibrational ne stru tures,

810

in-

Nowadays we have the possibility of

monitoring femtose ond nu lear motion using short x-ray pulses provided by high-harmoni
generation and by x-ray free-ele tron laser.

11, 12

The aim of this thesis is two elaborate on some of the mentioned ee ts related to x-ray
absorption and x-ray resonant inelasti

s attering.

Whereas all the results presented in

the thesis were already des ribed in the atta hed arti les, the purpose here is to provide a
more extended theoreti al ba kground and to show that ea h of the investigated problems
is just a small pie e of a general pi ture having its main emphasis on the formation of the
vibrational stru ture of the spe tra. The thesis is organized as follows: Firstly, we start by
revising some basi

theoreti al prin iples. The possibilities of resonan es with super-high

resolution related to the spe tral width of the in ident light are dis ussed next. The nu lear
dynami s in the x-ray spe tra of CO and O2 is then presented.

Following is the role of

the intramole ular vibrational dynami s in multi-photon pumped gain media. Finally, we
present a study of a multi- olor-driven Rabi opping ee t in symmetri al mole ules.

Chapter 2
Overview of some basi

This

prin iples

hapter presents a short review of some of the basi

prin iples of mole ular physi s

used in our investigations. We briey show how the mole ular S hrödinger equation

an be

simplied and the problems that arise from that simpli ation. Sin e the thesis is devoted
to the intera tion of the mole ules with light, it is ne essary to show the basi
des ribing the transition between dierent ele troni

approximation

states and the mathemati al equations

related to the intera tion of the mole ule with external radiation. Finally, we present the
x-ray s attering formulas that

onstitute the ba kground of our work.

2.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Adiabati & diabati states.
An important fa t with far-rea hing
of atomi

nu lei are very large

onsequen es in mole ular physi s is that the masses

ompared to those of the ele trons. This dieren e implies

that the nu lei, being subje t to ele trostati

for es in the same order of magnitude as those

a ting on the ele trons, move mu h more slowly than the ele trons. Therefore, the motion
of the ele trons

an be regarded as being around a xed nu lear framework. The energy

levels of su h a system are fun tions of a set of parameters  the distan es between the
nul ei in the mole ule. This point of view, however, is just an approximation whose limits
of appli ation have to be well understood.
In the

enter-of-mass frame of the mole ule the total Hamiltonian

of the kineti

and potential energies of the nu lei and ele trons

an be written as a sum

13

Htot Ψtot = (Te + Vee + Vne + Vnn + Tn )Ψtot = (He + Tn )Ψtot = Etot Ψtot .
3

(2.1)
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The terms in the sum are as follows:

Ven ,

ele tron-ele tron repulsion;

Tn , kineti

Te ,

ele tron-nu lear attra tion;

Vnn ,

nu lear-nu lear repulsion;

-energy operator of the nu lei. Apart from the last one, all terms

into a single ele troni
via the terms
and ele tron

Vne

and

He

Hamiltonian operator

Vnn ,

He

an be gathered

whi h depends on the nu lear positions,

but not on any nu lear operator. We denote the set of nu lear

oordinates with R and r, respe tively.

be expanded, without any assumptions, in the
Hamiltonian

Vee ,

kineti -energy operator of the ele trons;

and R-dependent

The the total wave fun tion

omplete set of eigenfun tions

oe ients (nu lear fun tions)

Ψtot (R, r) =

X

Ψi

an

of the

Φi :

Φi (R)Ψi(R, r).

(2.2)

i

If we substitute this expression in (2.1), multiply with
respe t to the ele troni

oordinates, we get:

∂n2 Φj + Ej Φj +

X

13

Ψ∗j (R, r)

from left and integrate in

VV C Φi = Etot Φj ,

(2.3)

i

X ∇2
a
≡ ∂n2 ,
Tn = −
2M
a
a

VV C = 2hΨj |∂n |Ψi i∂n + hΨj |∂n2 |Ψii.

Here we have used a semi-expli it form of the nu lear kineti -energy operator

a with mass Ma ; He
operator VV C des ribes the

ea h nu leus
The

whose perturbation
ele troni
last two

mass

me ,

a ts only on its eigenfun tion

non-adiabati

an be estimated as

14

(vibroni )

Ψi

Tn , des

ribing

produ ing eigenvalues

oupling of the ele troni

VV C ∼ (Ei me /Ma )Ψi ;

Ei .

states

here we have used the

but everywhere else in the thesis we use atomi

units ex ept for the

hapters where SI units are used. The estimation shows that the

vibroni oupling

ontribution is usually small be ause of the small ratio between the ele troni

and nu lear

masses.
The

adiabati approximation results from negle

ting the vibroni

oupling terms altogether.

This ee tively leads to a simpli ation of the total wave fun tion as

Ψtot (R, r) =

X

Φi (R)Ψi(R, r) −→ Ψtot (R, r) = Φj (R)Ψj (R, r).

(2.4)

i

Eq.(2.4) shows the so- alled

Born-Oppenheimer produ t whi

h restri ts the total wave fun -

tion to nu lear motion in the potential of a single ele troni surfa e obtained by diagonalizing
the ele troni

Hamiltonian

He

at xed internu lear distan es:

13

[Tn + Ej (R)]Φj (R) = Etot Φj (R),

(2.5)

He Ψj (R, r) = Ej (R)Ψj (R, r).

(2.6)

2.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Adiabati & diabati states.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is an extremely useful

5

on ept for a great number of

problems in mole ular physi s, however, it breaks down when the values of two eigenstates
of the ele troni

Hamiltonian

the interse tion of two

urves

15

ome

Ei (R)

lose together. Therefore, it is interesting to examine
and

Ej (R)

produ ed by (2.6) in the simplest

ase of

mole ule.
Let us onsider an internu lear distan e R0 , where the ele troni
0
He has two very lose, but dierent, eigenvalues Ei0 and Ej0 . If we displa e the

a diatomi

Hamiltonian

nu lei just a very short distan e δR in the dire tion of
Ei1 and Ej1 , eigenvalues of the ele troni Hamiltonian

rossing, we obtain new solutions
He1 = He0 + V , where the small

V of the R-dependent ele troni Hamiltonian an be expanded in
V = δR · ∂He0 /∂R (V is Hermitian, sin e He0 is a Hermitian operator).
hange

rst-order perturbation theory for degenerate states, we get the

Ei0 + Vii − E

Vij

Vji

Ej0 + Vjj − E

Taylor series as
Employing the

se ular equation15

= 0,

(2.7)

where Vij are the matrix elements between the eigenfun tions of the unperturbed operator
He0 orresponding to energies Ei0 and Ej0 . The solutions are

E=

1
Ei,j

1q 0
1 0
0
= (Ei + Ej + Vii + Vjj ) ±
(Ei − Ej0 + Vii − Vjj )2 + 4|Vij |2 .
2
2

(2.8)

Ei0 − Ej0 + Vii − Vjj = 0 and Vij = 0 must be satised for
Ej (R) and Ei (R) to interse t, there is only one free parameter in

While both equations

the

potential

the

system,

Vij

urves

δR.

Therefore, the states

in identally vanishes.

ross ea h other only when the matrix element

It turns out that su h a situation o

dierent symmetry, whereas the
This

an

rossing of states having the same symmetry is impossible.

onstitutes the well-known prin iple of

ele troni

Hamiltonian,

The diabati

urs for all states having

avoided rossing between the eigenstates of the

orresponding to the adiabati

wave fun tions

states, on the other hand, are orthonormal ele troni

Ψi ≡ Ψadiab
.
i

states

onstru ted in

su h a way that they are able to interse t. The problem of obtaining sets of diabati
is usually a non-trivial one, and often requires a spe i
system under
diabati

onsideration. However, the

approa h adapted for the mole ular

ommon requirement is that the

wave fun tions in respe t to the nu lear

oordinates is very small

∂n Ψdiab
≈ 0.
i
In other words, the properties of the diabati
dent of the nu lear
the

ele troni

hange of all

16

(2.9)
wave fun tions are almost indepen-

oordinates. Negle ting the non-adiabati

diabati approximation,

states

terms

ompletely results in

whi h brings about a mu h smaller error in

omparison with

Chapter 2 Overview of some basi prin iples
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the adiabati

approximation. The trade-o is that the diabati

the ele troni

Hamiltonian

He ,

and exhibit a

form of the total wave fun tion (2.2) in the

Ψtot (R, r) =

X

states are not eigenstates of

Coulomb oupling between them.

omplete set of diabati

The general

states reads

Φdiab
(R)Ψdiab
(R, r).
i
i

i

When we insert this expression in (2.1) and negle t

∂n2 Φdiab
+
j

X

VV C ,

instead of (2.3), we obtain

hΨdiab
|He |Ψdiab
iΦdiab
= Etot Φdiab
.
j
i
i
j

(2.10)

i

This equation is often used to des ribe systems where the vibroni

oupling is important. In

ontrast to the diabati representation, the adiabati pi ture suers from a poor onvergen e
lose to the interse tion, where the operator

VV C

auses a signi ant perturbation. In this
adiab
respe t, instead of dealing with the sharp dependen e of Ψ
on R and large VV C , the
nu lear dynami s near the

rossing point of two states is mu h more

by (2.10), where one has to deal with a nearly

onveniently des ribed

onstant value of the Coulomb

oupling rather

than an operator.
The adiabatization of the diabati
troni

states entails straightforward diagonalizing of the ele -

Hamiltonian. For example, for two diabati

states in a diatomi

dure performed along the whole range of interatomi

mole ule, the pro e-

distan es is very similar to (2.7):

Eidiab − E

hΨdiab
|He |Ψdiab
i
i
j

hΨdiab
|He |Ψdiab
i
j
i

Ejdiab − E

= 0,

(2.11)

with solutions

1 q diab
1
E = Ei,j = (Eidiab + Ejdiab ) ±
(Ei − Ejdiab )2 + 4|hΨdiab
|He |Ψdiab
i|2.
i
j
2
2
Apparently, the smallest separation, or the splitting at the point of
diab
adiabati states so obtained is 2|hΨi
|He |Ψdiab
i|.
j

(2.12)

rossing, between the

2.2 Fran k-Condon prin iple
In the dis ussion of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we used the fa t that the ele trons move mu h faster than the nu lei in the

ontext of nu lear motion in a single potential

surfa e. Naturally, the question arises of how the nu lear motion is ae ted by transitions
between two ele troni

states.

It

an be

laimed using the same arguments that, at the

2.2 Fran k-Condon prin iple

7

very rst instan e of the ex itation, the nu lei are unaware that a
onguration took pla e. It takes a

onsiderable amount of time

hange of the ele troni
ompared to the motion

rates of the ele trons, before the nu lei realize that the ele trostati

potential around them

imposed new rules of nu lear dynami s, as required by (2.5). Hen e, the
nu lei

an be

onguration of

onsidered to be frozen and the transition between the potential surfa es

onstru ted by (2.6) is said to be verti al.
In quantum me hani s the ele tri -dipole transition is dened by the dipole moment operator

17

d̂ = d̂e + d̂n = −

X
i

ri +

X

Za R a ,

where the sum runs over all ele trons and nu lei having ele tri
the transition between two mole ular states
produ ts (2.4)

Ψi Φi

and

Ψj Φj ,

and

|νi i

harge

Za .

The intensity of

i and j , approximated with Born-Oppenheimer

is proportional to the square of their dipole moment matrix

element. It is appropriate here to make the notation more

|ii

(2.13)

a

designate the ele troni

ompa t

|ΨiΦi i → |i, νi i,

and the vibrational states, respe tively. Thus, we have

hj, νj |d̂|i, νi i = hj|d̂e |iihνj |νi i + hj|iihνj |d̂n |νi i = dij hνj |νi i.
In the last step we have used the orthogonality of the ele troni
within the

verti al approximation,

elements of the ele troni
alled the

where

(2.14)

wave fun tions. Therefore,

we see that the transition is determined by the matrix

dipole moment and the overlap of the nu lear wave fun tions, also

Fran k-Condon amplitude, and its square  the Fran k-Condon fa tor.

The Fran k-Condon amplitude is basi ally a proje tion of the ground-state vibrational wavefun tion onto the ex ited-state potential. At room temperature only the lowest zero-point
vibrational level is o

upied and the wave fun tion has a Gaussian-like shape. The region in

whi h the the ground-state vibrational wave fun tion is dierent from zero is often referred
to as the

Fran k-Condon region.

Upon ex itation to a bound ele troni

state, the overlap of

the Fran k-Condon region with the vibrational fun tions is usually highest near the walls of
the ex ited-state potential well. In
alled

lassi al terms, the points

lassi al turning points where

the parti les slow down and

motion; thus the probability of nding the parti les is highest
points. Usually, the

lose to the potential wall are
hange their dire tion of

lose to the

lassi al turning

lassi al turning points of more than one vibrational level are situated

inside the Fran k-Condon region resulting in a dis rete spe trum of simultaneous

vibrational transitions,

also

alled vibroni

transitions.

Of

ele tron-

ourse, it is also possible for

the Fran k-Condon region to overlap only with the disso iative part of a bound potential
or with a pure disso iative potential, wherein the nu lei exe ute innite motion. Here, a
ontinuum spe tral feature is formed ree ting the overlap of the Fran k-Condon region
with an innite number of Airy-type wave fun tions of motion bounded from only one side.
Similar onsiderations apply when de ay transitions, rather than an ex itation, are involved.

Chapter 2 Overview of some basi prin iples
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2.3 Intera tion pi ture. Weak- and strong-eld intera tion.
The pre eding se tions

onsidered dierent properties of the solutions of the mole ular

Hamiltonian alone, whereby the time dependen e was not essential. However, the intera tion
of the mole ule with an external radiation eld requires a des ription based on the timedependent S hrödinger equation

ı
where

H0

∂ΨS
= (H0 + V (t))ΨS ,
∂t

is the Hamiltonian of the mole ule alone. Here

(2.15)

ΨS

is the wave fun tion in the

S hrödinger pi ture. The intera tion usually has an expli it time-dependent form

1
V (t) = (E · dij )(e−ıωt + eıωt ),
2
where E and

ω

are the ele tri

(2.16)

eld and the frequen y of the radiation and

transition matrix element between two levels

i

and

j

dij

is the

(2.14). Often, the term in (2.16) that

is not in resonan e with the transition frequen y of the system is negle ted resulting in the
well-known

rotating wave approximation.

It is usually more advantageous to treat the time evolution of the system dierently. Quantum me hani s provides an arsenal of equivalent tools with the help of whi h the time dependen e

an be approa hed. One of those tools is the

dynami s of the unperturbed Hamiltonian

H0

intera tion pi ture whi

using the transformation

h extra ts the

ΨS = exp(−ıH0 t)Ψ.

Thus, the S hrödinger equation (2.15) in the intera tion pi ture be omes

ı

∂Ψ
= U(t)Ψ,
∂t

U(t) = eıH0 t V (t)e−ıH0 t .

To simplify the intera tion pi ture, the transitions

|ii and |ji of H0

orresponding to energies

is then expressed as a linear

Ei

ombination of

(2.17)

an be restri ted between two eigenstates

Ej . The total wave fun tion of the system
those: |Ψ(t)i = ai (t)|ii + aj (t)|ji. Substituting
and

this form of the total wave fun tion in (2.15), multiplying by the

omplex

onjugated states

from left and integrating in respe t to the spatial oordinates, we get the following

equations:

18

amplitude

ȧi (t) = −ı[Uii (t)ai (t) + Uij (t)aj (t)],
ȧj (t) = −ı[Ujj (t)aj (t) + Uji (t)ai (t)].
There are several

onsiderations that must be taken into a

the diagonal matrix elements

ount in these equations. Firstly,

Uii (t) = Ujj (t) disappear due to the dipole sele

tion rules. The

2.3 Intera tion pi ture. Weak- and strong-eld intera tion.
time dependen e of the matrix elements

an be extra ted as

1
Vji = Vij = (E · dij ),
2

Uij∗ (t) = Uji (t) = Vji eı(ωji −ω)t ,
where the transition frequen y between

|ii

and

|ji

wave approximation was used. Then, although we
phenomenologi al de ay rates,

Γi

and

9

Γj ,

is

ωji = (Ej − Ei ),

and the rotating-

onsider two states only, we introdu e

of the states to other levels of the system. Thus

we get


∂
+ Γi ai (t) = −ıVji e−ı(ωji −ω)t aj (t),
∂t


∂
+ Γj aj (t) = −ıVji eı(ωji −ω)t ai (t),
∂t


however, we should keep in mind that these equations
two ex ited states, sin e the parti le
we

an dene the boundary

(2.18)

(2.19)

an des ribe only transitions between

onservation law is broken by the de ay rates. Finally,

onditions at the moment

t = 0: ai (0) = 1

and

aj (0) = 0.

Having obtained the nal form of the amplitude equations, we would like to seek solutions
in two dierent
instan es

ases. Firstly, let us assume that the radiation is so weak that even at later

t>0

level

|ji

is only slightly populated. Therefore,

aj (t) ≈ 0

and the term on

the right-hand side of (2.18) an be ompletely negle ted; this yields the straightforward
−Γ t
14
solution ai (t) = e i . However, we are more interested in the solution

−Γj t

aj (t) = −ıVji e

Zt

e−[ı(ωji −ω)+(Γj −Γi )]t1 dt1 = ıVji

0

e−[ı(ωji −ω)+Γi ]t − e−Γj t
,
ı(ωji − ω) + (Γi − Γj )

sin e the transition probability is proportional to the population of the state

(2.20)

|ji.

We

an

get the the total probability by integrating in respe t to time

Pij =

Z∞

Γj |aj (t)|2 dt =

0

Z∞
0


|Vji|2 Γj e−2Γi t + e−2Γj t + 2e−(Γj +Γi )t cos(ωji − ω)t
dt =
[(ωji − ω)2 + (Γi − Γj )2 ]

2

=
Here

π|Vji|
∆(ωji − ω, Γij ).
2Γi

Γij = Γi + Γj

(2.21)

and

∆(η, γ) =
is the normalized Lorentzian fun tion.

π(η 2

γ
,
+ γ2)

(2.22)

This is the Weisskopf-Wigner theory of spe tral

broadening whi h is related to the de ay rates of the parti ipating states. It is to be noted

Chapter 2 Overview of some basi prin iples
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that the assumption of a weakly intera ting eld results in a

probability.

time-independent total transition

When the radiation eld is strong enough to violate the restri tion

aj (t) ≈ 0,

the solution

is sought in a dierent manner. The (2.18) and (2.19) an be solved with the help of a trial
18
solution
ai (t) = eıκt . From (2.18) we obtain an expression for the amplitude of level |ji:

aj (t) = −

1
(ıκ + Γi )eı(ωji −ω+κ)t ,
ıVij

whi h we substitute in (2.19). Thus, we rea h a quadrati
rameter

equation for the unknown pa-

κ:
κ2 + [(ωji − ω) − ı(Γi + Γj )]κ − [ıΓi (ωji − ω) + Γj Γi + |Vji |2 ] = 0,

whi h yields two solutions

κ1,2
We

1
1
= − [(ωji − ω) − ı(Γi + Γj )] ±
2
2

an solve for the integration

q
[(ωji − ω) + ı(Γi − Γj )]2 + 4|Vji|2 .

(2.23)

onstants of the general solutions

ai (t) = C1 eıκ1 t + C2 eıκ2 t ,
1 ı(ωji −ω)t
aj (t) = −
e
[C1 (ıκ1 + Γi )eıκ1 t + C2 (ıκ2 + Γi )eıκ2 t ],
ıVij
by imposing the boundary

C1 = −

ıκ2 + Γi
ıν

onditions

C2 =

where we have introdu ed the

ai (0) = 1

ıκ1 + Γi
,
ıν

aj (0) = 0. Thus, we immediately
q
ν = κ1 − κ2 = [ı(Γi − Γj ) − Ω]2 + |Gji|2 ,
and

Rabi frequen y and the detuning from the resonan
Gji = E · dji,

get

e

Ω = ω − ωji .

(2.24)

We, thereby, obtain the nal result for the transition probability:

|aj (t)|2 =
The parameter

ν

|Gij |2
νt
|Gij |2 −(Γi +Γj )t
2 Γi =Γj
e
|
sin
νt/2|
e−2Γi t sin2 .
−→
2
2
2
|ν|
Ω + |Gij |
2

determines the period of the so- alled

bility between the states
From the

|ii

and

(2.25)

Rabi opping of population proba-

|ji.

omparison (2.21) and (2.25), some general

on lusions

an be drawn about the

dieren e between weak-eld and strong-eld intera tions. While in the weak-eld
broadening is dened just by the de ay rates of the states, in the strong-eld

ase the

ase there is

broadening related to the Rabi frequen y, as it is evident from the denominator in (2.25).
The major dieren e is, of
the strong-eld

ourse, that the transition probability is always time dependent in

ase: rst, there are periodi

Rabi os illations of the population probability

between the two states dened by the sine fun tion. Se ondly, there is an exponential de ay
of the total prole, or dumped os illation, related to the de ay rates of the two states.

2.4 X-ray absorption and resonant s attering ross se tions
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2.4 X-ray absorption and resonant s attering ross se tions
The x-ray photoabsorption may be regarded as the basi
most types of x-ray spe tros opy.

underlying pro ess behind the

The photoabsorption prole is formed by a resonant

ex itation of the system by the x-ray eld from, usually, its ground state to some ex ited state
analogously to the des ribed pro esses in the previous se tion. Due to the high frequen y of
the x-ray light, most often the intera tion amounts to ex itation of
nal state of absorption is

ore-ex ited state.

alled the

ore ele trons and the

The x-ray absorption

ross se tion

is derived from the transition probability (similarly to (2.21)) from the initial state
one or more

ore-ex ited states

|ii:

|0i

to

14

σ(ω) ∝

X

|e · di0 |2 ∆(ω − ωi0 , Γi),

(2.26)

i

for mono hromati
The

light with frequen y

ω

and polarization ve tor e.

x-ray resonant s attering also involves ex

the ground state

|0i to the

mere absorption. The

ore-ex ited state

itation by the in oming x-ray photons

|ii, however,

an be

from

the intera tion does not end with

ore-ex ited state is metastable and de ays to a nal state

possible me hanisms. The de ay

ω

aused by either spontaneous

|f i by

two

radiative emission of

a photon, the probability of whi h, as usual, is governed by the transition dipole moment, or
by

radiationless emission of a so-

alled Auger ele tron, governed by the Coulomb intera tion

between the states. Despite the dierent nature of the de ay me hanisms, however, they
an both be treated on an equal footing.

While it may seem at rst sight as the x-ray

resonant s attering is a two-step pro ess, the

orre t

ross se tion

the intera tion is viewed as a single s attering event. The
in ident light reads:

7

σ(ω, ω ′) =

X

an be only found when

ross se tion for mono hromati

|Ff |2 ∆(ω ′ + ωf 0 − ω, Γf ).

(2.27)

f

It should be noted that the peak positions of the Lorentzian fun tion in the expression are
a manifestation of the Raman law. The resonant part of the Kramers-Heisenberg s attering
amplitude of ea h nal state

|f i

an be written as:

Ff ∝

X (e′ ∗ · df i )(e · di0 )
i

ω − ωi0 + ıΓi

.

(2.28)

′
Here, a radiative de ay me hanism was assumed of an outgoing photon with frequen y ω
′
and polarization ve tor e . Eqs.(2.27) and (2.28) are equally valid for radiationless de ay
2
of an Auger ele tron with momentum p and kineti energy E = p /2. One just needs to
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repla e

ω′

nal and

with

E,

(e′ ∗ · df i ) with
states Qf i (p).

and

ore-ex ited

Every s attering event is fully a

the Coulomb intera tion matrix element between the

ounted for only when all possible s attering

hannels

dire t transition

are taken into

onsideration. Thus, the o-resonant
to the nal state with
dir
also must be in luded. This is the Thomson s attering for radiative
s attering amplitude Ff
dir
s attering Ff
≈ FT δf 0 and the dire t photoionization Ffdir ∝ (e·df 0 ) for Auger s attering.7
Therefore, the

omplete

ross se tion in luding both paths and their interferen e reads

σmon (ω, ω ′) = |Ffdir + Ff |2 ∆(ω ′ + ωf 0 − ω, Γf ).

(2.29)

In fa t, this equation is valid only for mono hromati in ident radiation. The light, however,
is not mono hromati

γ.

in real experiments and has a nite spe tral distribution with width

Thus the nal signal is a sum over the s attering events produ ed by all photons: the

onvolution of the fun tion of the spe tral distribution
se tion

σmon

(2.29),

′

σ(ω, ω ) =
where the spe tral fun tion is

Z

Φ with the mono

hromati -light ross

dω1 σmon (ω1 , ω ′ )Φ(ω − ω1 , γ),

entered at

ω

(2.30)

in the range of frequen ies

ω1 .

At the end, it is interesting to see the transition from (2.27) to the time-dependent form of
the s attering amplitude on whi h, together with the numeri al wave-pa ket te hnique,

19, 20

most of the results in the thesis are based. The main advantage of the temporal view on xray s attering is that it allows to treat both bound and disso iative states on the same basis
and hen e it is quite

onvenient for numeri al implementation. However, the time dependent

representation is not just a formal

omputational tri k. Indeed, it gives a deep insight into

the dynami s of the s attering. The attention is fo used here only on the vibrational degrees
of freedom. Skipping the orientation fa tor and using (2.14), the vibrational wave fun tions
of the ground,

Fνf ∝

ore-ex ited and nal states

X hνf |df i |νi ihνi |di0 |00i
νi

ω − ωi,νi;0 + ıΓi

=i

|00 i, |νi i

and

|νf i

an be organized in (2.28) as

"
#∞
X hνf |df i e[ı(ω−ωi,νi ;0 )−Γi ]t |νi ihνi |di0 |00 i
νi

ı(ω − ωi,ν;0) − Γi

=

0

Z∞
Z∞
X
= ı hνf |df i e−[ı(Hi +ωi0 −ω)+Γi ]t
|νi ihνi |di0 |00 idt = ı hνf |df i e−[ı(Hi +ωi0 −ω)+Γi ]t di0 |00idt.
0

νi

0

ωi,νi;0 = Ei + ενi − E0 = ωi0 + ενi ; ενi are the eigenvalues of the ex ited-state nu lear
−ıενi t
Hamiltonian Hi , and we have used the simple relation e
|νi i = e−ıHi t |νi i. Similarly, we

Here,

an remove the sum over the nal vibrational states in the s attering

ross se tion

7

in 2.27)

2.4 X-ray absorption and resonant s attering ross se tions
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employing the half-Fourier transform of the Lorentzian form of the delta fun tion

1
∆(x, Γ) = ℜ
π

Z∞
0

ı(x+ıΓ)t

e

dt,

|Ψ(0)i = df i

Z∞

7

e−[ı(Hi +ωi0 −ω)+Γi ]t di0 |00 idt,

0

Z∞
Z∞
1
1
′
′
σ = ℜ hΨ(0)|e−ıHf t |Ψ(0)iei(ω−ω −ωf 0 +ıΓf )t dt = ℜ hΨ(0)|Ψ(t)iei(ω−ω −ωf 0 +ıΓf )t dt,
π
π
0

0

σ ≡ σmon (ω, ω ′), |Ψ(0)i results from the evolution of the ground-state
the ore-ex ited potential, while |Ψ(t)i = exp(−ıHf t)|Ψ(0)i omes from the
|Ψ(0)i in the potential of the nal state.
where

wave pa ket in
propagation of

14
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Chapter 3
X-ray absorption spe tros opy of
super-high resolution

The element sele tivity of x-ray absorption spe tros opy (XAS) has a long list of appli ations
for stru tural studies in various areas.

21

The te hnologi al bottlene k for new and better

XAS appli ations is the inherently large lifetime broadening of the

ore-ex ited states. Even

if the every day's ght of inner-shell spe tros opists is not just a ght for the ultimate
resolution spe trum, in the last
proposed and shown to be su
broadening whi h was

ouple of de ades several experimental te hniques were

essful in obtaining inner-shell spe tra beyond the lifetime

onsidered for long as the nal limitation of all inner-shell spe tra.

In this respe t, the simple idea to measure the x-ray absorption in resonant inelasti
Raman s attering (RIXS) or resonant Auger s attering (RAS) modes

22, 23

x-ray

was suggested

as a reliable experimental opportunity. The advantage of su h XAS measurement in the
resonant s attering mode (XASRAS) is that the spe tral resolution of RIXS and RAS is
independent of the lifetime broadening

(Γ)

of the

ore-ex ited states

7, 24

and, therefore, the

width of the XASRAS resonan e is determined only by the spe tral fun tion width
the in ident x-ray radiation. Indeed, a

Γf ≪ γ, Γ.

of

ording to (2.29) and (2.30)

σ(ω, E) ∝ Φ(E + ωf 0 − ω, γ),
be ause in Auger s attering

(γ)

(3.1)

It is ne essary to note that this narrowing of the

s attering prole is absent when the nal state is a disso iative one. Sharpening of the x-ray
absorption resonan es was indeed experimentally eviden ed by s anning over the in ident
photon energy while keeping the emission frequen y xed at the maximum of an x-ray
uores en e line.

25, 26

While one might intuitively expe t that the resonant s attering spe trum as a fun tion of
the photon energy eventually agrees with the

onventional XAS proles, be ause the ux of

15
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s attered x-rays and Auger ele trons is

aused by x-ray absorption, it is demonstrated here

that the super-narrow x-ray absorption proles obtained by XASRAS, in the general

ase,

give in orre t resonan e positions. This unfortunate result is due to the lifetime vibrational
interferen e (LVI)

7, 27

between

oherently populated

ore-ex ited levels. However, it might

happen quite often that LVI is strongly suppressed in some systems (e.g. N2 ) and the XASRAS proles essentially resemble the

onventional XAS prole, ex ept that mu h better

resolution is observed. The ne essary

ondition for the appli ability of the XASRAS te h-

nique is that the potential energy surfa es of the

ore-ex ited and nal states are parallel,

as it will be shown below.

3.1 2D map of resonant Auger s attering ross se tions
Hen eforth, x-ray absorption in the resonant Auger mode is assumed in the dis ussions. The
most

onvenient tool for the analysis of the XASRAS measurements is the two-dimensional

(2D) map in whi h resonant Auger yields are plotted as a fun tion of the photon and
ele troni

kineti

energies: the 2D maps are simply

RAS spe tra. The spe i

olle tions of experimental or theoreti al

spe tral shapes and patterns observed on ea h map

an serve as

a ngerprint of the x-ray s attering pro ess in the investigated mole ule.
The RAS spe tra via the N1s → π
∗
O1s → π resonan e into the ioni

2
resonan e into the ioni A Πu state for N2 and via the
A 2 Π state for CO (see Paper 3) are shown in Figs. 3.1

∗

and 3.2. The horizontal axes

orrespond to the kineti

verti al to the photon energy

ω.

orresponds to a

energy

E

of the ele tron, and the

The 2D maps display diagonal stripes, ea h of whi h

ertain vibrational level

νf

of the nal ioni

states. In fa t, the formation

BE ≡ ω − E is
transition |00 i → |νf i

of those stripes is a manifestation of the Raman law. The binding energy
onstant along these stripes and is equal to the energy of the dire t
between the initial ground and nal ioni

states. These stripes

onsist of one or more ellipti

hills. One may suppose that the peak positions of the hills simply ree t the vibrational
levels

νc

of the

ore-ex ited states, as it is observed for N2 ; however, the peaks of the hilltops

in CO slightly deviate from the

νc

progression of the

onventional XAS spe trum.

The spe tral patterns seen in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 are most easy to understand when the
RAS

ross se tion (2.27) is separated into dire t (not to be

photoionization) and interferen e

onfused with the dire t

ontributions:

σRAS (ω, E) = σdir (ω, E) + σint (ω, E).

(3.2)

3.1 2D map of resonant Auger s attering ross se tions
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Figure 3.1: 2D maps of the RAS spe tra

Figure 3.2:

of N2 for (a) experiment and (b) theory.

CO. The the dashed lines

The horizontal dashed lines orrespond to

to the

the

tional progressions. The dotted lines des-

ore-ex ited vibrational progressions.

The verti al dotted line
the hilltops for

A

goes through

νf = νc .

Similar to Fig. 3.1, but for
orrespond

ore-ex ited and nal-state vibra-

ignate the paths of extra tion of XASRAS spe tra:

A, B

and

C

(see the text).

The terms have the following form,

X hνf |νc i2 hνc |00 i2 Φ(BE − ωνf 00 , γ)
,
σdir (ω, E) =
(E − ωνc νf )2 + Γ2
ν ,ν
f

σint (ω, E) =

c

XX

(3.3)

Fν∗f νc′ Fνf νc Φ(BE − ωνf 00 , γ).

νf νc′ 6=νc

The dire t term

σdir (ω, E)

is a produ t, dependent on two variables, of the Lorentzian and

Chapter 3 X-ray absorption spe tros opy of super-high resolution
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Figure 3.3: S hemati

rep-

resentation of the possible
paths along ea h hilltop on
the 2D maps.

The width

of the XASRAS prole
tends to zero as

ϕ

γ(ϕ)

tends to

zero.

the spe tral fun tion and thus it

onstru ts ellipti al hills (Fig. 3.3) su h as those observed

on the 2D maps. Eq.(3.3) shows that the dire t-term hilltops mat h exa tly the resonan es
of the

onventional XAS spe trum in respe t to

(ω, E) = (ωνc 00 , ωνc νf ).

the produ t is lo ated at

ω,

sin e the maximum of both fun tions in

These hilltops are marked with bla k dots

on the theoreti al 2D maps in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. Apparently, the positions of the dire t-term
hills losely resemble the real hilltops observed for N2 , whereas often they do not
CO. The origin of dieren es between the real and the dire t-term hills is the
from

σint (ω, E)

oin ide for
ontribution

whi h is strong in CO and negligible in N2 .

Let us ignore the interferen e

ontribution for a moment, and investigate the spe tral res-

olution of XASRAS proles only with the help of the dire t-term expression (3.3).

The

experimental XASRAS te hniques that are most easy to perform in pra ti e employ either
xed kineti -energy or binding-energy windows: Proles on the 2D maps along xed

BE .

If we set the

∆E = 0

se tions of the dire

or

oordinate system at the top of a given hill (Fig. 3.3) and dene detuning

from the top in respe t to
orresponds to

E

ω

and

E

as

Ω

and

∆E ,

the dire tion of xed kineti

energy then

Ω − ∆E = 0. For xed BE , the ross
t-term hills along the major ellipti al axis (BE = ωνf 00 = const) passing
and xed binding energy to

through the peaks on the 2D map,

σdir (ω, E) = Φ(0, γ)

X hνf |νc i2 hνc |00 i2
,
2 + Γ2
(ω
−
ω
)
ν
0
c
0
ν

(3.4)

c

would not display better resolution than

Γ,

be ause the spe tral fun tion is just a

onstant

fa tor in this equation. This is in agreement with the shapes along the stripes observed on the
2D maps. On the other hand, the ut of ea h hill along the

σdir (ω, E) =

ω axis (E = ωνc 00 −ωνf 00 = const),

1
hνf |νc i2 hνc |00 i2 Φ(ω − ωνc 00 , γ),
Γ2

(3.5)

provides a super-narrow resonan e whose width is equal to the spe tral fun tion width

γ.

Therefore, at xed

E,

ea h hill in the individual diagonal stripes on the 2D maps has

3.1 2D map of resonant Auger s attering ross se tions
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Figure 3.4: Distributions of dire t-term hilltops for three dierent
and nal potentials: (a) stri tly parallel potential

ases of the

ore-ex ited

urves; (b) shifted potential

urves with

the same vibrational frequen y; ( ) shifted potential

urves with dierent vibrational fre-

quen y. The dotted line in ( ) suggests a possible extra tion path (see the text).

a narrow width along the
of

rossing the hilltop

ω

axes.

In fa t, it is obvious from Fig. 3.3 that other paths

an produ e peaks even narrower than

γ;

this opportunity will be

dis ussed later.
An easy-to-distinguish spe tral ngerprint intrinsi

for ea h mole ule is the distribution of

the hilltop positions on the 2D maps. The distribution

an be understood with the help of a

simple s heme of the dire t-term hilltops and the potential surfa es of the

ore-ex ited and

nal states parti ipating in the Auger s attering (Fig. 3.4). In the harmoni

approximation,

the peaks have

oordinates

(ωνc 00 , ωνc νf )

wherein

ων c ν f

is restri ted to

1
e
.
ωνc νf = (νc − νf )ωc − (νf + )∆ + Ecf
2
e
Ecf
is
∆ = ωf − ωc
Here,

the energy dieren e between the minima of the ele troni
is dened by the vibrational frequen ies

ex ited potential energy

a

ωf

and

ωc

potentials, and

of the nal and the

ore-

urves, respe tively. The hilltop positions for three qualitatively

dierent relations between the
When the

(3.6)

ore-ex ited and nal potential urves are depi ted in Fig. 3.4.

28

urves are nearly parallel to ea h other, as in N2 ,

only de ay transitions without

hange of the vibrational quantum number (νf

the hilltops are aligned on a single verti al

= νc ) an o ur. Therefore ∆ =
line with E = ωνc νf = const (Fig. 3.4(a));

observed on the 2D map of N2 (Fig. 3.1). When the potential energy
respe t to ea h other, de ay transitions with a

0 and
this is

urves are shifted in

hange of the vibrational quantum number

20
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are also allowed (νf

6= νc ).

In this

ase, the hilltops form a grid of points in the (ω, E ) plane

whi h is shown s hemati ally in Figs. 3.4(b) and ( ). The alignment of the hilltops depends
on

∆:

when

∆ = 0,

the hilltops are aligned along verti al lines with

E = const

and form

a square grid (Figs. 3.4(b)); this fa t is immediately understood from (3.6). On the other
hand when

∆ 6= 0,

the hilltops are aligned along tilted lines with

rhomboidal grid (Figs. 3.4( )); this is the

of tilting depends on the magnitude and the sign of

Figure 3.5:
en e

E 6= const

and form a

ase with the 2D map of CO (Fig. 3.2). The angle

∆.

Dire t and interfer-

ontributions

to

the

theo-

reti al XASRAS spe trum of CO
at xed

BE

tuned to

νf = 2.

The verti al dotted lines indi ate
the resonan es of the

onventional

XAS.

When a given nal vibrational level

νf

an be rea hed through several

oherently ex ited

νc , further impli ations for the distribution of the peaks appear brought about by
the interferen e term σint (ω, E). In order to show that learly, we have extra ted the dire t
and interferen e ontributions to the XASRAS prole of CO at xed BE tuned to νf = 2
ore levels

(the third diagonal stripe in Fig. 3.1(b)). Whereas the dire t-term peaks in Fig. 3.5
oin ide with the peak positions of the

learly

onventional XAS, the interferen e term has peaks

at quite dierent positions. It is obvious that the interferen e is able to
in orre t positions or erase peaks from the

orre t position. That

reate new peaks at

onstitutes the greatest

obsta le to x-ray absorption spe tros opy in the resonant s attering mode, as shown below.

3.2 Extra tion of super-narrow proles
3.2.1 Parallel ore-ex ited and nal potential surfa es
It was

ommented above, that the studied RAS in N2 belongs to the

ase of parallel

ore-

ex ited and nal potential surfa es. In this situation, illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a), a line on

3.2 Extra tion of super-narrow proles
the 2D map with

onstant kineti

the same as the resonan es of the
extra ted along

21

energy passes through the hilltops whose positions are
onventional XAS. Fig. 3.6 shows the theoreti al

E = 384.191 eV and the experimental

urve

urve resulting from the integration of

the yields in a narrow energy range of 384.10-384.14 eV. Similarly to Ref. 26, good agreement
between the XAS and the narrow-peak XASRAS prole is a hieved.

Figure 3.6: (a) XASRAS spe tra of

A indiated in Fig. 3.1(b): E = 384.191
eV for theory and E = 384.10384.14 eV for experiment. (b) ConN2 at xed

E

along path

ventional XAS spe tra of N2 . The
verti al dotted lines in red indi ate
the peak positions in the theoretial XAS spe trum.

Fig. 3.6 demonstrates that x-ray absorption spe tra of super-high resolution

an be a hieved

in the resonant Auger mode when the mole ule has nearly parallel potential energy
the

urves of

ore-ex ited and nal states. This situation is, in fa t, not so rare as one might expe t;

for example, it may o

ur often in hetero-nu lear mole ules where some ore-ex ited and
∗
ore-ex ited state and
ioni states have holes with the same atomi origin. The C1s→ π
2 +
29
the ioni B Σ state in CO
is su h a ase. Other related examples are the x-ray resonant
s attering through a K-hole state to an L-hole state in mole ules
element (P, S, Cl, et .)

30

omprising of a heavier

However, it should be mentioned that with a L-hole nal state,

31

be ause of the mole ular eld and the ex hange splittings, the super-narrow spe tra might
be spoiled. The parallelism in the potential energy
an be easily understood experimentally in all

urves of the

ore-ex ited and nal states

ases from the pe uliar 2D spe tral pattern

that should be similar to Fig. 3.1.
As we mentioned, the line of XASRAS extra tion,
2D map and the hilltops

E = const,

is not at all unique in the

an be sli ed as well along other lines produ ing a narrowing even

beyond the width of the spe tral fun tion (Fig. 3.3). In the general
line

ase (see Paper 2) the

rossing the hilltop is dened by

Ω = − tan(ϕ)∆E.

(3.7)

Chapter 3 X-ray absorption spe tros opy of super-high resolution
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Figure 3.7:

Comparison between

the XAS and XASRAS proles extra ted for paths with various val0
0
0 0
ues of ϕ = 90 , 45 , 18.4 , 0 . The
0
relative width is η = γ(ϕ)/γ(90 ),
γ(900 ) = γ = 25 meV.

When (3.7) is substituted in the produ t of the spe tral fun tion and the Lorentzian, (3.3)
hanges to

!
!
2k
2k


Γ
Ω − ∆E
Ω
Γ(ϕ) tan ϕ
exp −
exp −
ln 2 = 2
ln 2 ,
∆E 2 + Γ2
γ
Ω + Γ2 (ϕ)
γ(ϕ)

(3.8)

where we have used the expli it form of the spe tral fun tion

Φ.

path (3.7), both the exponent and the Lorentzian experien e

hanges in their proles given

It is observed that, along

by the ee tive widths

γ(ϕ) = γ
In

tan ϕ
= γη,
1 + tan ϕ

omparison with the verti al path,

E = const,

Γ(ϕ) = Γ tan ϕ.
whi h

the sharpening of the prole results from paths having

orresponds to
0
0

90 ≥ ϕ ≥ 0

(3.9)

ϕ = 900 ,

apparently

(Fig. 3.3). Fig. 3.7

shows the theoreti al XASRAS proles extra ted from the 2D map of N2 for dierent values

ϕ in the vi inity of ea h hilltop. Starting from the verti al path, the width of the XASRAS
0
peaks γ(ϕ) takes maximum γ for the path with ϕ = 90 and de reases when the angle ϕ
de reases: γ(ϕ) < γ . In fa t, one an seen that resonan es with no broadening at all an be
obtained, γ(ϕ) = 0 when ϕ = 0, be ause the method of extra tion assumes that the exa t
of

position of the hilltop is known in advan e.

One should be extremely

areful with su h

results sin e the un ertainty in the denition of the peak position of the hilltop is related to
the lifetime broadening of the
has half-width equal to
We

an

how a

ore-ex ited state

Γ

(the major axis of the ellipse in Fig. 3.3

Γ).

on lude that the idea of XAS beyond the natural lifetime broadening is based on
urately we know the position of the hilltops on the 2D map in advan e.

When

3.2 Extra tion of super-narrow proles
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the un ertainty in the denition of this hilltop is ignored, the absurd result of XAS with
perfe t spe tral resolution is obtained. In pra ti e, the

orre t positioning of the hilltop is

restri ted by the un ertainty in the measurement whi h is related to

Γ

broadening

Γ.

In fa t, the lifetime

was to be avoided at rst pla e, so therefore the usefulness of the super-high

resolution spe tra is really questionable. The problem of the predetermination of the hilltop
position in advan e is, of

ourse,

ompletely valid in the

ase of the verti al path,

E = const

(Fig. 3.6).

3.2.2 Non-parallel ore-ex ited and nal potential surfa es
The idea of super-high resolution spe tra has also other short omings besides the problem
dis ussed so far (see Paper 1).
global maximum of the 2D map

The method based on xing the kineti
ompletely fails to reprodu e the

for the CO mole ule. Here the potential energy

urves of the

energy at the

onventional XAS shape

ore-ex ited and nal states

are dierent in shape and, hen e, the vibrational frequen ies of these states are dierent,

∆ 6= 0.

Fig. 3.8(a) displays the XASRAS spe tra of CO extra ted from the 2D maps along

the dire tion of

E . The theoreti
E = 516.89 eV, whi

onstant

the global maximum

al spe trum

orresponds to the

ut going through

h is indi ated in Fig. 3.2(b) as path

experimental one results from the integration of the yields in the range of

A,

while the

E = 516.93-516.97

eV. Both the experimental and theoreti al spe tra show narrowing of the peaks, however, the
positions of the resonan es do not

oin ide with the

XAS spe trum. For, if we x the kineti

νc

progression seen on the

energy at given

E = ωνc0 νf0 ,

onventional

we obtain a vibrational

progression with resonan es at

ω = E + ωνf 00 = (νf − νf0 )(ωc + ∆) + E,
where

νf .

(3.10)

olle ts some of the terms that are not dependent on the vibrational number

When

one.
at

E

1
ω0
e
E = Ec0
+ (νc0 + )ωc − ,
2
2

∆ 6= 0,

this progression

orresponds to the nal state, not to the

ore-ex ited

This is illustrated by Fig. 3.4( ) where the peak positions of the XASRAS prole

E = const

(3.10) are produ ed by the interse tions (marked with

verti al line and the diagonal Raman stripes
We attempt to over ome the problem of the

orresponding to xed

rosses) between the

BE .

onstant-kineti -energy XASRAS spe tra by

using a more sophisti ated path of extra tion whi h follows the lo al maxima of the 2D map.
It is to be re alled that the peak positions of the dire t-term hills (bla k dots in Fig. 3.2(b))
along the

ω

axis

oin ide exa tly with the XAS resonan es

Fig. 3.4). This prompts us to
path we hoose a path

ω = ωνc 00

(the horizontal lines in

hange the path in the following manner: instead of a verti al

onne ting neighboring hilltops similar to the traje tory drawn with a

dashed arrow in Fig. 3.4( ). This traje tory is tilted from the verti al line: the angle and the

Chapter 3 X-ray absorption spe tros opy of super-high resolution
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Figure 3.8:

XASRAS

CO at xed

E

spe tra

of

along various paths

A: E =
and E =

(see Fig. 3.2(b)): (a) Path

516.89

eV for theory

516.93-516.97 eV for experiment.
(b) Path

B.

C.

( ) Path

(d) Con-

ventional XAS spe tra of CO. The
verti al dotted lines indi ate the
resonan es of the theoreti al XAS
spe trum.

dire tion of tilting depend on the sign and the magnitude of
way, we

a

an obtain narrow XASRAS resonan es by s anning over

peak while keeping
need to tune
that

∆,

E

E

xed at the lo al maximum; to get the

ording to (3.6). In this

ω

in the

vi inity of ea

h

omplete set of resonan es, we

to ea h lo al maximum. Apparently, there are more than one possible paths

orrespond to the des ribed method of extra tion. That would not be a real problem

only if all

hosen paths produ ed the same XASRAS proles as the

sele t two paths,

B

and

C,

shown in Fig. 3.2(b) to

onventional XAS. We

he k this point. The XASRAS spe tra

of super-high resolution following these paths are presented in Figs. 3.8(b) and ( ). Even a
rough

omparison between the envelopes of the XASRAS proles with the

onventional XAS

shows large disagreement in the peak positions. In addition, the positions of the XASRAS
resonan es in Figs. 3.8(b) and ( ), as well as the overall XASRAS envelopes, are sensitive
to the

hoi e of path. The deviations of the XASRAS peaks result essentially from LVI,

as it was shown in Fig. 3.5. The super-high resolution is to be desired when the spa ing
between the

ore-ex ited levels is mu h smaller than

distinguish in the

Γ and the exa

t positions are di ult to

onventional XAS spe trum. However, in this very

ase LVI is enhan ed

and the XASRAS proles obtained in the lifetime broadening free regime are profoundly
dierent from the
The results in the

onventional XAS.
ase of non-parallel potential

urves lead to the

XASRAS methods of a hieving super-high resolution
interferen e involved, e.g. interferen e between
(in solids). Combining this

on lusion that the

ompletely fail when there is strong

ore-ex ited vibrational or ele troni

levels

on lusion with the un ertainty in the XAS resonan es, we

an

say that x-ray absorption proles obtained in the resonant Auger mode must be interpreted
with extreme

aution.

Chapter 4
Role of nu lear dynami s in x-ray
spe tros opy

It was explained in the beginning that

hanges of the ele troni

often happen simultaneously upon ex itation.

and nu lear quantum states

The ne stru ture of the spe tral proles

ree ts this pro ess and thus provides a sour e of valuable insights in the quantum nu lear
dynami s of the ex ited mole ules. This

hapter presents two pra ti al illustrations of the

important role of nu lear dynami s in x-ray spe tros opy.

4.1 Doppler splitting as a tool of mapping potential surfa es
Not too long ago, a set of interesting ee ts was found in RIXS and RAS through disso iative
ore-ex ited states.

32, 33

In the soft x-ray region the lifetime of the

omparable or even longer than the time of disso iation

ore-ex ited state is

τd ≈ ∆R/v ∼ 10

fs. This results in

an appearan e of a narrow resonan e in the s attering spe trum (an atomi
is

aused by de ay transition in the atomi

peak

34

) whi h

or mole ular fragment of disso iation far away

v and the large momentum
the atomi peak (pv ∼ 0.6 − 1

from the equilibrium geometry. The large speed of this fragment
of the photoele tron

p

alike lead to a strong Doppler shift of

eV) when the mole ule is xed in spa e. For the usual

ase of randomly oriented mole ules,

instead of a shift, the spe tra exhibit Doppler broadening or even splitting of the resonan e.
Thus, the Doppler splitting serves as a
ore-ex ited states are quite
this ee t

lear ngerprint of disso iation. The disso iative

ommon and

an be found in many mole ules, and therefore

onstitutes a powerful te hnique for interpretation of the spe tra.
25
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Figure 4.1: (a) S heme of Doppler splitting in the CO mole ule for

p ⊥ e.

1s → π ∗

ex itation,

(b) Distan e between the peaks of the Doppler prole for dierent values of the

lifetime broadening

Γ.

In order to des ribe the Doppler ee t in spe tros opy, we note that the absorption of an
in ident x-ray photon (2.26) is a strongly anisotropi

pro ess, and the ex itation probability

depends on the mole ular orientation and the light polarization ve tor e:

|e · dc0 |2 ,
dc0 of the transition between the ground and the ore-ex ited state
is parallel to the mole ular axis R for Σ ex itations and perpendi ular for Π ex itations.
Therefore the velo ity v of the disso iation fragment is preferentially perpendi ular to e for
Π, and parallel to e for Σ ex ited states. Sin e the probability for the atomi fragment to
have velo ity v or −v is equal (due to the equally probable CO and OC orientations in the
where the dipole moment

CO mole ule, for example, Fig. 4.1(a)), we rea h the

on lusion that the Doppler ee t

p · v = pv cos θ
0
ause splitting into two omponents in two ases: p k e (γ = 0 ) for Σ, and p ⊥ e
0
(γ = 90 ) for Π ex itations, where γ = ∠e, p. A s heme of the Doppler splitting in CO for
Π ex itation and γ = 900 is shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
an

In Paper 4 it is shown that the spe tral shape of the atomi

peak is proportional to the

4.1 Doppler splitting as a tool of mapping potential surfa es
onvolution integral of the
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ore-ex itation and the de ay probabilities over angles

σ(E, ω) ∝

Zπ

dθ sin θ

θ = ∠v, p:

η(θ)|q(θ, R)|2
Γ
,
π (∆E − pv cos θ)2 + Γ2

(4.1)

0

where the fa tor
tude and

η(θ)

Γ/π

is added for

onvenien e;

q(θ, R)

is the anisotropy of the de ay ampli-

is the anisotropy fa tor of the photoabsorption

1
η(θ) =
2



p̂ = p/p. Here we
broadening Γ in respe t to
where

35

1 + cos2 θ + (e · p̂)2 (1 − 3 cos2 θ), 1s → π ∗ ,
2 cos2 θ + [(e · p̂)2 − 1](3 cos2 θ − 1), 1s → σ ∗ ,

(4.2)

would like to elaborate on the interesting role of the lifetime
the Doppler-type spe tra (4.1), whi h is often negle ted in the

dis ussions. In order to see that role, we skip the anisotropy fa tor of the de ay amplitude
q , and plot the expression (4.1) on a dimensionless s ale ∆E/pv for Π ex itation, γ = 900
(Fig 4.1(b)). It is evident that the distan e between the peaks of the Doppler prole is
to 2

pv

only for very small

Γ ≪ pv .

state is large, whi h is usually the

Thus, when the lifetime broadening of the

lose

ore-ex ited

ase, the estimation for the velo ity of the disso iating

fragments dire tly from the experimental Doppler-split spe tral prole may lead to an error,
and

onsequently to wrong interpretations of the spe tra.

To highlight the importan e of the Doppler ee t in the interpretation of RAS spe tra, we
onsider the experimental results for a shake-up ex itation presented in Fig. 4.2. The experimental proles display a two-band stru ture: the lower band
whi h immediately reveals its atomi

∼273.8

origin related to a disso iative

high-energy dispersive band exhibits a vibrational stru ture that

eV is non-dispersive

ore-ex ited state. The

an be

ontributed by ei-

ther de ay transitions or dire t photoionization to a bound nal state. The de ay-transition
bands, however, have intensities that are strongly ae ted by detuning. This is not observed
in Fig. 4.2 and therefore the mole ular band is due to dire t transition, while the Auger
de ays near the equilibrium geometry are suppressed. The measurements show that the
3 +
−1
−1 ∗
dire t s attering an be attributed to the 3 Σ nal state (1π 5σ π ), and it was used
in the numeri al simulations.
be ause it is also

Furthermore, the dire t transition is strongly anisotropi ,
0
ompletely suppressed at γ = 0 . This observation is in agreement with

a simple estimate of the dire t amplitude
of the atomi
atomi

h5σ|e · ∇p | exp(ıp · r)i ∼ (e · p).

The intensity

peak on the other hand is almost not dependent on the orientation, sin e the

fragment in whi h the de ay o

urs has spheri al symmetry. However, the shape of

the atomi

peak is strongly inuen ed by the orientation averaging whi h leads to Doppler
0
splitting at γ = 90 . This unambiguously shows that the ore-ex ited state has Π symme-

try. In fa t, this is the rst time when the Doppler ee t is experimentally observed for
ex itation. The

ab initio

al ulations produ ed several

Π

Π

ore-ex ited states in the relevant
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Figure 4.2: Experimental RAS spe tra of
◦
◦
CO for γ = 0 (solid line) and γ = 90

Figure 4.3:
CO for

(dots).

ned

Theoreti al RAS spe tra of
0◦ , 90◦ ; The detunings is de-

γ=
as Ω = ω − 301.7

eV. The dire t

s attering amplitude used is A=430 a.u.

energy range (Fig. 4.4); from these the bound Rydberg state 2
away. Although the states 3-5 are slightly bound, they
split atomi
asymptoti

an be ex luded straight

ould in prin iple produ e a Doppler

peak. However, these states are not parallel to the nal potential
region and are unable to re reate the same spe tral shape, as was

the numeri al simulations. Several other fa tors

onrmed by

an also be brought into the investigation: a

omparison between the theoreti al and experimental kineti
by the distan e between the Doppler peaks; a

urve in the

energy release whi h is judged

omparison between the

hara teristi s of the

theoreti al and experimental x-ray absorption proles of the states like shape, peak positions, and et . Thus the Doppler ee t
that the observed Doppler-split atomi

onjugated with additional

onsiderations revealed

peak results from Auger s attering through state 6
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Figure 4.4: Potential energy surfa es of CO.
Solid lines:

2

tions; dashed lines: other ele troni

2 +

2.5

states.

The main

gs
2 R
eq

potentials used in the simula-

3

3.5

4

R (a.u.)

ontributions in the ore-ex ited
−1
Ryd
states is as follows: 2 - 1sC 1π
; 3, 5, 4, 6
−1
−1 ∗ ∗
- 1sC 1π π π .

−1
−1 ∗2
(1sC 1π π ). The theoreti al spe tral proles owing to state 6 are presented in Fig. 4.3
for nal

omparison (see for more details Se . 2.4 and Paper 4).

4.2 Vibroni

oupling ee t in x-ray spe tra of O2

Despite improved spe tral resolution and high-quality quantum- hemistry

al ulations, the

omplete interpretation of XAS and RAS of the oxygen mole ule related to the
ex itation region

∼535-545

eV still poses a

hallenge to modern spe tros opy and,

sequently, has been a subje t of numerous works.

3639

The underlying

oreon-

omplex Rydberg-

valen e mixing in the same region is the main reason why the investigation here is so
hallenging. In order to obtain some understanding on the physi al pi ture we need to a ount for the vibroni
ele troni

oupling and

onsider absorption and x-ray s attering through several

states.

4.2.1 Diabati and adiabati

rossings

Due to the open-shell nature of the ground-state oxygen mole ule, the quantum- hemistry
al ulations produ e in this region as mu h as six

ore-ex ited states asso iated with pro-

motion of a ore ele tron to one valan e anti-bonding and two Rydberg orbitals O1s →
σ ∗ , 3s, 3p. Ea h of this states an have two distin t spin hara ters due to the multipli ity
∗
∗
of the underlying ore-ionized state. Thus the ore-ex ited states are: σ (D), σ (Q), 3s(D),
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Figure 4.5: The link between the diabati

and the adiabati

tion. Here

β

representa-

is the ele troni

matrix

element between the diabati

states.

VV C

is the vibroni

oupling intera -

tion between the adiabati

3s(Q), 3p(D), and 3p(Q), where
a ter of the ioni

states.

the labels D (doublet) and Q (quartet) show the spin

onguration with largest

the so-des ribed states maintain their spin
distan es, they are in a diabati
in their adiabati

ontribution to the triplet

har-

ore-ex ited state. If

hara ter along the whole range of internu lear

form; alternatively, one

an examine the

ore-ex ited states

form. Both representations are equivalent when no approximations are

employed.
The

riti al part in the theoreti al des ription is the region of interpotential

rossing where

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. It was explained already that there are
two limits in whi h the rossing between two potential states
the adiabati

limit (Fig. 4.5). The diabati

total ele troni

Hamiltonian, and if the

states are, by denition, not eigenstates of the

rossings are treated in the diabati

the solution of the nu lear equations requires a
elements

β = hi|H|ji

the total ele troni
and avoided

ounting for the Coulomb

(2.10). On the other hand, the adiabati

ount the vibroni

intera tion, the larger the vibroni

oupling operator

onne tion:

oupling. As long as the

VV C

(2.3) that

the smaller the Coulomb

oupling between the states is

ounted for, the two des riptions of the system are equivalent:

Hdiab + β
Hdiab

wave fun tion

Both limits des ribe the same physi al pi ture and must lead to the

same result, hen e, there exists a straightforward

Here

oupling matrix

hange of the internu lear distan e. In this representation the

nu lear equations have to take into a

orre tly a

representation,

states, whi h are states of

Hamiltonian, exhibit sharp dependen ies of the ele troni

rossing upon

mixes the states.

an be treated, the diabati and

and

and adiabati

Hadiab

⇐⇒

Hadiab + VV C .

(4.3)

denote the total non- oupled mole ular Hamiltonian in the diabati

form, respe tively.
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4.2.2 Mixed diabati /adiabati representation
On the other hand, if any
adiabati

oupling between the states is ignored, both the diabati

representations lead to a

onsiderable error. However, the error

by making an appropriate approximation for ea h
in either the diabati

or the adiabati

rossing point: the

and

an be minimized

rossings are treated

limit (Fig. 4.5) based on the magnitude of intera tion

β

between the states. In other words, when
the

rossing is treated in the diabati

the

rossing is treated in the adiabati

is smaller than a threshold

limit;

onversely, when

limit.

The su

β

hosen in advan e,

is larger than the threshold,

ess of this approa h depends, of

ourse, on the sele ted value of the threshold.
The transition from the diabati

to the mixed diabati /adiabati

hosen value of the threshold (see Paper 5) is

simple adiabatization pro edure (2.11). The
su h that only
adiabati

representation requires a

rossings of states with the same spin

hara ter are to be

onverted to the

limit:

ψiα = ci,σ∗ (α) ψσ∗ (α) + ci,3p(α) ψ3p(α) + ci,3s(α) ψ3s(α) ,

i = 1, 2, 3,

α = D, Q;

(4.4)

i runs over the new adiabati states; the expansion oe ients ci,n(α) and the adiabati
energies Eiα are produ ed by diagonalizing the ele troni Hamiltonian. Sin e this is done
for Q- and D -states independently, we an separate the mixed diabati /adiabati states in
Q- and D -subsets having potential energy urves: E1Q , E2Q , E3Q (Q−subset), and E1D ,
E2D , E3D (D−subset) (Fig. 4.6). Making use of the oe ients in (4.4) and the diabati
diab
transition dipole matrix elements di,n(α) (R), we are able to al ulate
X
dad
ci,n(α) ddiab
n = σ ∗ , 3p, 3s,
(4.5)
iα (R) =
n(α) ,
where

n

ad
where diα (R) are the adiabati
Other adiabati

matrix elements of the transition dipole moments (Fig. 4.7).

matrix elements like Coulomb de ay transitions, and et . are obtained in a

similar fashion.
In that notation, the total mole ular wave fun tion is

Ψapprox (t) =

X

ψiα φiα (t),

(4.6)

iα

where

φiα

is the nu lear wave fun tion des ribing the separate motion in the potentials

ıφ̇iα
The XAS

ross se tion is



1 d2
= −
+ Eiα (R) φiα = Hiα φiα .
2µ dR2

omputed as

Eiα :
(4.7)

20

XZ

∞

σ(ω) = ℜ

iα 0

σiα (t)e(ı(ω+E0 )−Γ)t dt

(4.8)
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Figure 4.6: Mixed diabati /adiabati
tential

po-

urves (see Paper 5).

Figure 4.7:

Transition dipole moment

matrix elements
tential

orresponding to the po-

urves from Fig. 4.6.

with the auto- orrelation fun tion

−ıHiα t ad
σiα (t) = h0|dad
diα |0i.
iα e

In the spe tra thus
propagation

omputed, the order of the error produ ed by the nu lear wave-pa ket

lose to the adiabati

there is a sharp

(4.9)

R-dependen

e of

avoided

ψiα ,

rossings

an be judged from Fig. 4.7.

whi h is evident from the abruptness of the dipole

moment

urve, the rst and se ond derivatives with respe t to the nu lear

produ e

onsiderable non-adiabati

oordinates

ontributions: the sharper the dependen e, the larger

the error. The error in the diabati
value of

When

limit, on the other hand, is related to the negle ted

β.

4.2.3 Diabati representation
While stationary methods as the K-matrix approa h have been su
oupled-potential problems,
easiest solution to vibroni

40

essfully applied in

in terms of the time-dependent wave-pa ket te hnique, the

oupling is the diabati

representation

16, 41

of the

ore-ex ited

states

ψm ,
The

m = σ ∗ (α), 3s(α), 3p(α),

of the ele troni

(4.10)

Em (R) are presented in Fig. 4.8. The matrix elements
Hamiltonian He ouple the diabati states ψm and ψn ,

orresponding potential surfa es

βmn = hψm |He |ψn i

α = Q, D.
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produ ing the total mole ular wave fun tion

Ψ(t) =

X

ψm φm (t),

(4.11)

m

φm

where the nu lear wave fun tions

Em (R).

des ribe the

oupled motion in the diabati

In this representation, the wave fun tions of the

slowly with the nu lear

oordinates

∂ψm /∂R ≈ 0

ore-ex ited states

potentials
hange only

(2.9), so that the wave-pa ket evolution

is dened by

φ† = (φσ∗ (D) , φ3s(D) , φ3p(D) , · · · φ3p(Q) ).

ıφ̇ = Hφ,
Here the nu lear Hamiltonian

H

Hmn = δmn

Figure 4.8: Diabati

in the diabati



representation reads


1 d2
+ Em (R) + (1 − δmn )βmn .
−
2µ dR2

potential

urves (see

Paper 6).

Figure 4.9:

ross se tion

20

(4.13)

Transition dipole moment

matrix elements
tential

The XAS

(4.12)

orresponding to the po-

urves from Fig. 4.8.

an be written as

σ(ω) = ℜ

Z∞

σ(t)e(ı(ω+E0 )−Γ)t dt

(4.14)

0

with the auto- orrelation fun tion

σ(t) = h0|d† e−ıHt d|0i,

(4.15)
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where d is a ve tor

omprised of all diabati

dipole matrix elements (Fig. 4.9):



The diabati

representation is, of

adiabati /diabati
a


h1s|R|ψσ(D) i
h1s|R|ψ

3s(D) i



d = h1s|R|ψ3p(D) i .




···
h1s|R|ψ3p(Q)i
ourse, mu h

(4.16)

loser to the exa t solution than the mixed

representation, however, both approa hes are extremely sensitive to the

ab initio) data.

ura y of the provided input (

4.2.4 X-ray absorption spe trum of oxygen mole ule
The experimental x-ray absorption prole (Fig. 4.10) an be roughly divided into two bands:
a low energy band whi h is situated below 540.5 eV, and a high energy band situated above
540.5 eV. It has been shown by symmetry-resolved x-ray absorption measurements
the peak near

∼540.2

eV is a result solely from a

Π

39

that

ex itation with whi h we are not

on erned here. We fo us our interest on the ne stru ture of the low-energy band (peaks
1, 2, 3, 4), sin e, furthermore, the experimental resonant Auger ele tron spe tra dis ussed
later were obtained by detuning in respe t to peak 1. Previous interpretations of this ne

37, 39

on luded that it results from superimposing the Rydberg 1s → 3s(D)
∗
and the valen e 1s → σ (D) ex itations. However, it is very di ult to imagine how the
∗
smooth Gaussian-like prole of the disso iative σ (D) state and the vibrational stru ture of

stru ture

have

the weak-intensity

3s(D) Rydberg state

an

ombine to form the rst long-tailed peak in the

feature. Our simulations indeed show that, without a ounting for the intera tion between
∗
the 3s(D) and σ (D) states, it is not possible to reprodu e the absorption spe trum even
qualitatively. We hereby attempt to shed light on this problem employing the theoreti al
s hemes des ribed above.

Diabati /adiabati

results

The simulation yields based on the mixed diabati /adiabati
the

approa h (Fig. 4.11) display

omplex

omposition of the absorption prole. The overall split into two high and low∗
energy bands (see Paper 5) is aused by the strong intera tions between the σ and 3p-

Rydberg states. The low part that we are interested in an be attributed to several ele troni
∗
states. The ba kground ontribution owes to the disso iative E1D state with a 3s(D)-σ (D)
hara ter (Fig. 4.6). On the top of that, there is a ne stru ture

aused by the intera tion

4.2 Vibroni
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Figure 4.10:

Experimental XAS of O2

35

Figure

4.11:

Theoreti al

XAS

orre-

re orded in the vi inity of the O1s ion-

sponding to the potentials in Fig. 4.6

ization threshold.

(shifted by

∼1

eV to mat h the experi-

ment).

3s(Q) and σ ∗ (Q) states. Thus, in the low energy tail the ontribution is from the
∗
disso iative E1Q state (3s(Q)-σ (Q) hara ter), while the vibrational peaks originate from
∗
absorption to the bound E2Q state (3p(Q)-σ (Q)-3s(Q) hara ter). The onrmation that
the vibrational progression belongs to E2Q is the vibrational spa ing whi h is in agreement
with the experiment; if the vibrational progression were due to the shallow 3s(Q)-Rydberg
between the

state alone, the peaks would be mu h denser. Moreover, the progression shows the same
pe uliarity as in the experiment: the forth peak is mu h
peak 4 of the experimental formation.
explained with the irregular form of
of the shallow

3p(Q)-Rydberg

E2Q

hange of vibrational spa ing

whi h in the high energy region

an be

opies the shape

state. Unfortunately, the low energy tail and the intensity

ratio between peaks 1, 2 and 3 are not

Diabati

The sudden

loser to the third, similarly to

orre tly reprodu ed by the approximate approa h.

results

The agreement produ ed by the mixed diabati /adiabati

model is reasonable, but there

are still not fully resolved issues as the origin of the long low-energy tail of the rst peak
observed in the experiment. We therefore suggest alternative explanations of its formation
(see Paper 6); namely, we will show that peak 1 might not be a vibrational resonan e at
all. For that purpose we employ the

initio

oupled diabati

representation for a dierent set of

ab

al ulations.

The formation of the rst feature in the spe trum

an be understood with the help of
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Figure 4.12: S heme of formation of peak

Figure 4.13:

1: (a) using original

data; (b)

Fig. 4.12 (shifted

e
3s(Q)
.

with the experiment ( ).

ab initio

using strongly bound potential

Proles (a) and (b) from

∼4

eV) are

Fig. 4.12(a). When the x-ray energy in reases from the region below the
overlap between the ground state wave fun tion and the
be ause the

ompared

rossing

S,

the

ontinuum wave fun tions grows,

lassi al turning point in the disso iative state moves to shorter bond lengths,

loser to the equilibrium geometry. Near the
falls, due to the in reased

3s(Q)

Thus, the initial in rease of the

rossing point

inuen e, and

S the dipole moment abruptly

auses a dip in the absorption spe trum.

ross se tion is followed by a sudden de rease, after whi h

the ross se tion grows again. While this shape of the prole an be per eived as a resonan e,
the peak has a purely disso iative

hara ter and a long low-energy tail. A similar fall of

intensity is observed in the mixed diabati /adiabati

E1Q

spe trum after the absorption line of

(Fig. 4.11), however, the dip is not su ient for su h interpretations.

An alternative explanation of the formation of the rst peak, whereby better agreement is
obtained, requires a drasti
by the

ab initio

hange of the diabati

parameters beyond the limits allowed

al ulations. Instead of the weakly bound

3s(Q)

potential, we use a mu h

4.2 Vibroni
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deeper potential well

e
3s(Q)

(Fig. 4.12(b)) and, thus, we

vibrational state (with a resonant frequen y
ontinua of disso iative states below the
This new set-up

37

ω10 ),

hange the position of the lowest

su h that it now lies in the region of

rossing point

S, i.e. a quasi-bound state is formed.

an be adequately understood within the theory of Fano.

shape of the absorption

ross se tion is given by the Fano formula


 2

q + 2qε − 1
2
,
σ(ω) = σ0 (ω) 1 + ρ
1 + ε2
where the Fano parameters

q ∼ d10

is

ρ and q

are dened in Ref.

42

ε=

In the

The spe tral

42

ω − ω10
,
Γ
urrent

(4.17)

ase, the parameter

lose to zero, be ause the transition dipole moment of the bound

state (Fig. 4.9) is small. This results immediately in a sharp dip in the

3s(Q)-Rydberg

ross se tion (4.17)

near the vibrational level in agreement with our numeri al simulations shown in Fig. 4.12(b).

4.2.5 Resonant Auger s attering of oxygen mole ule
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Figure 4.14: Experimental RAS of O2 for

Figure

4.15:

Theoreti al

ex itation energies marked by arrows in

sponding to Fig. 4.14; the

Fig.4.10

plitude of the dire t
0
and φ = 100 .

RAS

orre-

omplex am-

hannel is A=60 a.u.
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∗
Figure 4.16: Interferen e of the σ (D) and
σ ∗ (Q) RAS hannels at detuning Ω =

−0.68

eV.

The RAS simulations (see Se . 2.4) are based only on the mixed diabati /adiabati
A

ording to our interpretation, peak 1 in Fig. 4.11 approximately

model.

orresponds to the top

of the experimental XAS (Fig. 4.10). Thus, we dene detuning

Ω = ω − ωtop

(4.18)

relative to the top of the theoreti al absorption spe trum

ωtop = 538.95

eV; in fa t,

ωtop

is set slightly below peak 1 in Fig. 4.11 for better agreement with the experiment (see

Paper 5).
To show how the experimental Auger spe tra are formed, we turn our attention to the
double humped prole in Fig. 4.14C (Ω

= −0.68

eV) and D (Ω

= −1.32

eV). A

ording

to Fig. 4.11, the Auger spe trum at this detunings results from s attering mainly through
∗
∗
the disso iative states E1D and E1Q (having mainly σ (D) and σ (Q) hara ters), sin e the
detuning is below the lowest

rossing point with the

plot the individual Auger spe tra, at

Ω = −0.68

3s(Q)-Rydberg

state. However, if we
∗
∗
eV, belonging to the σ (D) and σ (Q)

hannels (Fig. 4.16), we observe that both proles have highest intensity at peak 4. This is
in disagreement with the experiment (Fig. 4.14C) where minimum rather than maximum
is observed at the same position. The pi ture
both

hannels is taken into a

ount.

In this

hanges when the interferen e between the
ase the maximum shifts to peak 6, whi h

orresponds exa tly to the se ond hump observed in the experiment.
rst hump

The

ause for the

an be easily dedu ed from the Auger yields in the o-resonant region (Fig. 4.14

o res). Apparently, the prole here is due to the dire t ionization

hannel, sin e resonant

s attering is ompletely absent. Therefore, in order to get an agreement with the experiment,
the dire t

hannel must be also in luded. This is an interesting example whi h, ex ept for

the usual lifetime vibrational interferen e, involves also interferen e between intermediate
ele troni

states and interferen e with the dire t s attering

hannel.

43

Fig. 4.15 displays the theoreti al simulations, where a omplex dire t-s attering amplitude
0
(A = 60 a.u., φ = 100 ) is used. The proles in Fig. 4.15C, D and o res have an ex ellent
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agreement with the experiment. However, disagreement may be observed in Fig. 4.15A and
B: the intensities of peaks 3 and 4 seem to be overestimated, while the intensities of peaks
with higher numbers are underestimated.

The reason for that is most likely due to the

in orre t behavior produ ed by the mixed diabati /adiabati des ription near the rossing
∗
between σ (Q) and 3s(Q). At small detunings some parti les populate the E2Q state as
well, but the Auger de ays here are unrealisti ally large be ause the wave pa ket is trapped
inside the bound state and, hen e, the rst few peaks underneath with large Fran k-Condon
overlaps have overestimated intensities. If a part of the wave pa ket
the vibroni
intensities.

ould es ape (due to

oupling), the peaks with higher vibrational numbers would have in reased

40
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Chapter 5
Intramole ular vibrational redistribution
in lasing media

A major resear h area of nonlinear opti s is the frequen y-up- onverted lasing also known
as multi-photon pumped amplied spontaneous emission (ASE). ASE is observed when a
laser gain medium is pumped to produ e a population inversion. Three- and four-photon
pumped amplied spontaneous emissions in stilbazolium-dye solution were experimentally
eviden ed a short while ago.
well understood,

4648

44, 45

However, although the theory of ASE formation is generally

a pe uliar dependen e of the ASE spe tral prole on the intensity

of the multi-photon pump still has not re eived a

ompletely

lear interpretation.

The

ASE dependen e is as follows: at low pump levels, the peak position of the forward ASE,
o-propagating with the pump pulse, almost
uores en e; when the pump ex eeds a

oin ides with the maximum of steady-state

ertain energy threshold, the forward ASE exhibits a

blue shift (20-30 nm) relative to the uores en e, unlike the

ounter-propagating ba kward

ASE whose wavelength remains un hanged.
Previous studies

48

have resorted to two kineti

many-level models to explain this intriguing

dependen e, both of whi h have the potential to reveal the underlying physi s. The rst one,
alled the mole ular model, is essentially related to the relaxation dynami s of the ex ited
mole ule, whereas the se ond one,

alled the solvent model, is based on the dipole-dipole

intera tion of the ex ited mole ule with the surrounding environment. Unfortunately, the
models have been found to be equally
lear

apable of explaining the studied phenomenon and a

on lusion has not been made. Apparently, additional theoreti al

to be taken into a

onsiderations need

ount before a denite interpretation is given.

It has been re ognized in a number of previous works that the pro ess of intramole ular
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)

4954

may have a key role in the non-radiative de ay

41
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Figure 5.1: Classi al s heme of IVR

omposed of balls and springs.

energy is lo alized in one mode only (left panel).

Initially the ex ess

In later moments, the energy spreads

over the entire mole ular framework, while the initial mode is ee tively non-ex ited (right
panel).

from the mole ular laser-pumped levels. IVR is a
initially ex ited state and other isoenergeti

ollisionless transfer of energy between an

states. The pro ess is

ouplings in a multi-mode isolated mole ule.

aused by anharmoni

In small mole ules, IVR manifests itself as

restri ted IVR). In large mole

an os illation of ex ess energy between few modes (

ules with

many internal degrees of freedom, it results in a rapid and irreversible ow of energy out
of the pumped levels.

IVR.

55

The

on ept of

The latter

ase, on whi h we will fo us, is known as

dissipative IVR

an be easily understood with a

dissipative

lassi al s heme of

balls and springs, wherein the lo alized vibrational energy of one mode spreads qui kly and
irreversibly among the vast multipli ity of other modes (Fig. 5.1).
The modeling of ASE demands an adequate des ription of IVR. This
IVR

an be naturally introdu ed in the kineti

hapter shows how

models previously used for simulating ASE.

5.1 Transition from stri t to kineti treatment
The stri t Hamiltonian des ription of IVR is based on the solution of the oupled S hrödinger
equations for the entire vibrational spa e of

N

mole ular modes. The Hamiltonian des rip-

tion provides the only way in whi h the dephasing, resulting in energy loss from the ex ited
mode,

an be exa tly

al ulated.

5456

Unfortunately, it is hardly possible to utilize the stri t

5.1 Transition from stri t to kineti treatment
Hamiltonian approa h due to the
high density of states (N
IVR.

56

≫ 1)
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omplexity of a multi-mode quantum system. However, at

an approximate kineti

Namely, the IVR pro ess

model

an be though of as a

an also adequately des ribe

ontinuous, rapid and irreversible

ow of energy out of the pumped level, sin e the revival time of the pumped level is mu h
longer than the lifetime of the ele troni

state.

The ex ess energy, on e es aped, never

omes ba k, but instead spreads over all other modes. One

an

onsider only the pro ess of

de-ex itation of the opti ally a tive mode and negle t the rest of the so- alled bath modes.
Of

ourse, this des ription ignores ner quantum details su h as quantum beats and alike.

The derivation of the approximate treatment of IVR requires that the basi
stri t Hamiltonian des ription are organized and summarized in a
divide the total
a tive mode,

N -dimensional

νa ,

features of the

onvenient way.

5456

We

spa e into two subsets of levels: the levels of the opti ally

and the levels of the remaining

N −1

bath modes,

νb .

Here, we assume

that the bath modes are ina tive; i.e. the potentials of these modes do not
ex itation. Next, we divide the vibrational spa e into tiers of states
vibrational quantum number of the a tive mode

49

|νa , {νb }i where {νb }

hange upon

that have the same

is a set of all possible

energy distributions over the bath modes (Fig. 5.2). In these terms, the pumped level is
e
e
represented by the state |νa , 0b i, where νa is the quantum number of the pumped state,
th
tier (the set {νb } has only one element: 0b ). Every following
whi h alone forms the 0
tier

|νa , {νb }i

in ludes only states that are both near-degenerate and oupled to states of
e
pre eding tiers |νa + n, {νb }i, su h that νa ≥ (νa + n) ≥ νa and n ≥ 0. The order of {νb },
i.e. the density of states, in reases with ea h su
in whi h the quanta of energy

eeding tier be ause of the variety of ways

an be distributed among the

oupled bath modes.

Due to the dissipative hara ter of IVR, the re urren e energy rate ba k to the a tive mode is
e
negligible and eventually the nal (ν + 1)-th tier of the sequel with zero quanta of energy in
the a tive mode,

|0a , {νb }i, is rea

be ause, as Felker and Zewail

55

hed. Nevertheless, IVR is still far from over at that point,

have stated, one

an meaningfully speak of an equilibration

time during whi h the vibrationally ex ited mole ule evolves to a steady state in whi h
no further evolution in the distribution of vibrational energy o

urs. In other words, the

non-equilibrium states of the nal tier begin to merge with time into a single steady state,

|0a , ν¯b i, where ν¯b denotes the equilibrium distribution over all vibrational energies of the bath
modes. The equilibration time, whi h is related to vibrational parameters su h as the density
of states and the

oupling matrix elements,

an be dedu ed from general

onsiderations to

be mu h larger than the time of initial dephasing. Thus, though slightly arti ially, one

an

divide IVR in two stages: rstly, a fast dephasing stage in whi h the initial state is split into
a multitude of states and, se ondly, a slower equilibration stage of evolution of the parti les
to the equilibrium steady state. Based on the above dis ussion, we an summarize that
e
the initial ex ess energy ows rapidly form the pumped state, |νa , 0b i, through a progressive
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Figure 5.2: The ex ess energy
tiers of states.
mimi

an be thought to ow through a sequel of mutually

oupled

The approximate pi ture requires only three levels of the a tive mode to

the same pro ess.

sequen e of mutually

oupled tiers with an in reasing density of states

equilibration, ends up in the nal steady state ,
is to be reprodu ed by the kineti

55

|0a , ν¯b i(Fig. 5.2).

49, 54

and, after the

The very same behavior

model.

5.2 Model of amplied spontaneous emission
We introdu e IVR in the previously used model of ASE
tion with a population probability:

48

triggered by three-photon absorp-

57

P =

N0 (3) 3
σ Ip (t − z/c, z).
3~ω

(5.1)

Here Ip (t − z/c, z) and ω are the intensity and the frequen y of the pump eld, while
σ (3) is the ross se tion of the three-photon absorption. Fig. 5.2 gives, in fa t, a lear- ut
pi ture of what is the IVR role in the pro ess of ASE formation. It is evident that only in
the beginning and in the end of IVR all mole ules share the same vibrational state whi h
therefore

an rea h a population inversion su ient for ASE. In between those two moments,

the parti les follow their individual routes from the pumped level to the steady state and
the total population is split among the states of ea h tier. Thus, none of the other states
an a
states

ommodate enough parti les for ASE formation. As far as ASE is
an be gathered into a single

Finally, we rea h the idea that IVR

omposite IVR level in the kineti
an be a

ounted for by

on erned, all these
model.

onsidering only three levels

5.2 Model of amplied spontaneous emission

Figure 5.3: IVR

an be a
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ounted for in the physi al model of ASE used in Ref.

48

(see

Paper 7) by addition of an intermediate level in whi h the parti les arrive qui kly, but
depart slowly.

of the opti ally a tive mode in the kineti model des ribing ASE (Fig. 5.3): the pumped
e
level (3), equivalent to state |νa , 0b i, the bottom level (2), equivalent to state |0a , ν¯b i, and
an intermediate ASE-ina tive level (i) that that is representative for all the other levels of
the opti ally a tive mode. Furthermore, the rate of departure from the pumped level,
must be large, while the rate of arrival at the bottom level
terms IVR is rather naturally in orporated in the kineti
in Ref.

48

Γi2

Γ3i ,

is mu h smaller. In these

rate-equation framework dened

(see Paper 7):


∂
+ Γ3 ρ3 = P − γ31 (ρ3 − ρ1 ),
∂t


∂
+ Γ2 ρ2 = Γ32 ρ3 + Γi2 ρi − γ21 (ρ2 − ρ1 ),
∂t


X
X
∂
+ Γ1 ρ1 =
Γk1 ρk +
γk1 (ρk − ρ1 ),
∂t
k=3,2
k=3,2


by introdu ing the new rates

Γ3i (Γ3 = Γ3i + Γ32 )

system:

where

Γi = Γi2 .

The term

Γi2 ρi



and

Γi2

and a single new equation to the


∂
+ Γi ρi = Γ3i ρ3 ,
∂t

is added in the equation for level 2 to a

ow of parti les into the bottom level.

(5.2)

(5.3)
ount for the

The last dierential equation, whi h determines
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the evolution of the population

ρi

bi-exponential de ay model of IVR
results.

of the IVR level, amounts to the widely used kineti

56

that has been shown to t very well to experimental

52, 56, 58

The rate

Γk

is the non-radiative rate of depopulation of level

k;

it is a sum of partial de ay

Γkj orresponding to a non-radiative migration k → j . The rates of ASE transition
+
−
k → 1 are dened as γk1 = pk1 Ik1 , k = 3, 2. The intensity Ik1 = Ik1
+ In1
is a sum of the
+
−
intensities of the forward Ik1 and ba kward Ik1 propagating ASE pulses, des ribed by the
rates

equations

where



∂
1∂
±
c ∂t ∂z

Bk1 = 2~ωk1 pk1

and



±
±
Ik1
= gk1Ik1
,

gk1 = Bk1 (ρk − ρ1 ) k = 3, 2,

pk1 = d2k1 /(Γ~2 cε0 ).

These are the basi

(5.4)

denitions ne essary to

des ribe the ASE formation in the presen e of IVR.

5.3 Impa t of the intramole ular vibrational redistribution
Having

onstru ted an adequate model of IVR, the goal is now to see how IVR inuen es the

ASE formation and parti ularly the pump-threshold behavior mentioned in the beginning.
Thus, we examine the

ompetition between the ASE

hannels

γ31

and

IVR impa t on the ASE formation is most easily understood by dire t
the kineti

γ21

(Fig. 5.3). The

omparison between

models with and without IVR when the media is pumped at the same intensity.

The population dynami s at the same pump intensity, without and with IVR, are shown
in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, respe tively. The presented results are extra ted at the end of the
lasing medium (in respe t to the pump-pulse dire tion) and are not fully informative for
the formation of the ASE pulses, sin e they require integration along the full length of the
medium as well as the whole time period (5.4). Nevertheless, the
of the levels are very demonstrative for the IVR ee t.

hanges in the population

When IVR is not in luded, the

pumped population

ρ3

ASE pulse.

an be understood from the fa t that the populations

This

rea hes a population inversion

equalized almost immediately after
is destroyed

ρ3 − ρ1 ≈ 0

ρ3

ρ3 − ρ1

that is su ient for a strong
and

ρ1

are

is raised (Fig. 5.4). Thus, the population inversion

and the non-radiative de ay to level 2 (Γ32 ) remains the only

fa tor determining the dynami s, until eventually the se ond ASE
in luded, the same pump intensity

γ21

begins. When IVR is

annot produ e a population inversion

for an ASE pulse; instead we see that the population
period (Fig. 5.5) in

ρ3

ρ1

ρ3 − ρ1

su ient

starts to in rease in a mu h later

omparison with the previous simulation. This is due to the fast IVR

5.3 Impa t of the intramole ular vibrational redistribution

Figure 5.4:
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End-of-the- ell populations

Figure 5.5: The same as Fig. 5.4 for the

and population inversions at pump inten2
sity Ip = 180 GW/ m for the mole ular

mole ular model with IVR with thresh2
old I0 = 230GW/ m (below-threshold

model without IVR with threshold I0 =
165GW/ m2 (above-threshold regime).

regime).

i

de ay (Γ3i ) whi h pla es almost all parti les in level , and the main fa tor for the dynami s
is the non-radiative de ay to level 2 (Γi2 ).
1
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We

on lude that at the same pump intensity the system without IVR produ es a strong

ASE pulse from the pumped level, whereas the system with IVR

annot do that. This ee t

is better seen in Fig. 5.6 (without IVR) and Fig. 5.7 (with IVR) that show the ASE pulses
from the

γ31

hannels

and

γ21 ,

forward peak intensity of the
the

hannel

γ21

at the beginning and the end of the lasing medium. The
hannel

γ31

(Fig. 5.6A) is higher than the peak intensity of

(Fig. 5.6B) and the system without IVR is apparently in an after-threshold

regime. The same

omparison between Fig. 5.7A and Fig. 5.7B shows that the system with

IVR is in a below-threshold regime. In both

ases the

hannel

γ21

is dominating in the

ba kward dire tion. Furthermore, judging from the shapes and the intensities of the pulses
of the

hannel

γ21

( ompare Figs. 5.6C and D with Figs. 5.7C and D), one

has essentially no impa t on the low-frequen y

hannel

γ21 .

The nal

an say that IVR

on lusion from the

numeri al simulations is that the main ee t of IVR is to shift the threshold pump intensity
to higher energy.

Chapter 6
Role of

ore-hole hopping in x-ray

spe tra

One of the main streams of ultra-fast opti al and x-ray spe tros opies is the monitoring
of nu lear and ele troni

motion in real time.

59

Typi ally, this is done by employing a

pump-probe s heme based on probing x-ray absorption or photoionization of opti ally or
IR-ex ited mole ules.

11, 12, 6064

Re ent developments in the harmoni

generation and x-ray

free-ele tron lasers gave new opportunities for time-resolved multi- olor pump-probe x-ray
experiments.

11, 12

A remarkable re ent example of su h an experiment is the attose ond

sampling of x-ray indu ed ele tron wave pa kets.

11, 12

In this hapter, we des ribe a dierent

s heme of two- olor pump-probe spe tros opy: x-ray absorption a

ompanied by

ore-hole

hopping driven by a strong IR laser. While the usual s hemes use x-rays to probe the IRpumped mole ules, the weak x-ray eld
whi h are then probed by the laser eld.
the x-ray eld
uno

an be also used to ex ite the ground-state mole ules

65

For instan e, in homonu lear diatomi

an ex ite an ele tron from the lowest ungerade

ore orbital to the lowest

upied gerade orbital, where the IR radiation in turn promotes the ungerade

into the upper gerade

ore level. This results in strong mixing of the two

with opposite parities and in

onsiderable

The example

ore holes

ore-ex ited states

hanges in the XAS prole.

Furthermore, the laser-ex ited population of the gerade
forbidden s attering

mole ules

ore-hole state opens symmetry

hannels and modies the RIXS spe trum of the mole ule as well.

onsidered here demonstrates how the laser-indu ed RIXS

information about the ne stru ture of the

an provide dire t

ore shells whi h is otherwise hidden from the

onventional x-ray spe tros opy either be ause of the large lifetime broadening of the
lying

ore levels in solids and symmetri

Therefore, RIXS

lose-

mole ules or be ause of the dipole sele tion rules.

an be a unique tool for probing the Rabi opping

49

66

of

ore holes indu ed
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by a laser eld.

6.1 Studied system
In order to examine the x-ray pump-probe experiment des ribed above, we need to sele t a
2
12
W/ m ) has
suitable physi al system in whi h a laser eld with moderate intensity (& 10
enough time to promote the short-living

ore holes to the other

ore level. This happens

when the intensity of the IR eld ex eeds the threshold value

I > Ith = 2cε0 (~Γ/d12 )2 ,
where

Γ

is the lifetime of the

Ith

Apparently, the threshold
moment between the two

ore states and

is smaller for systems that have a large transition dipole

1σg

≈ 12.8 µm).

ore gerade and ungerade levels

In N2 the dipole moment between

years ago by Mulliken

d1σu ,1σg

68

∆ =0.097 eV lying
the ore orbitals 1σu

ore shell wave fun tions. This fa t was re ognized many

who found that the

e
= eh1σu |r|1σg i =
2

R

Z

The ground state ele troni

harge transfer transition here is very large



eR
r 1s2 (r − R1 ) − 1s2 (r − R2 ) dr ≈
,
2

is the interatomi radius ve tor.
2
12
amounts to Ith ≈ 10
W/ m .

The equation yields

The lowest uno

upied mole ular orbital (LUMO) in N2 is the

Rydberg orbitals:

3sσg

3pπu .

and

1σu

7, 69

X 1 Σ+
g.
1πg

orbital followed by two

ore orbital due to the dipole sele tion rules,

Therefore, the radiative RIXS de ay

upied mole ular orbital,

Debye that

Here we are interested in the resonant x-ray ex itation to

LUMO whi h results only in holes in the

1σu → 1πg .

d12 ≈ 2.6379

(6.2)

onguration of N2 is

(1σg )2 , (1σu )2 , (2σg )2 , (2σu )2 , (1πu )4 , (3σg )2 ,

o

hoi e is then the

67

is ex eptionally large for x-ray spe tros opy where the orbital overlaps are usually

small due to the tiny sizes of the

where

apable of mixing the

oupling, must not be present. A natural

N2 mole ule with splitting between the

and

is the dipole moment of the IR transition.

ore-ex ited states. Also, any other sour es

ore-hole states, like vibroni

in the far-IR region (λ

d12

(6.1)

3σg → 1σu ,

hannel is only allowed from the gerade

as eviden ed by the experiment.

70

The pi ture

hanges qualitatively when the mole ule is exposed to a strong IR laser tuned in resonan e
with the

1σu → 1σg

ore transition. The laser eld promotes the

ore hole into the

level of opposite parity and opens thereby the symmetry forbidden uores en e

(1πu , 2σu ) → 1σg

(Fig. 6.1).

ore

hannels:

6.2 Amplitude equations for ore-ex ited and nal states
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1 (1
2: 1σ −1
Π g)
g 1π g
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1111111111111
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1111111111111
1
1

f: final states

( Π )
1: 1σ −1
u 1π g
u

1

+
Σu

X2

core−excited states

1 (1
2σ −1
Π u)
u 1π g

X1

1

∆u

−1

1

1π u 1π g

1
1

−
Σu

+

1
3σ −1
g 1π g

Σg

(1

Π g)

0: ground state

Figure 6.1:

S heme of XAS and RIXS

transitions in N2 a
IR eld.

Figure 6.2: Potential energy

urves and

ompanied by a strong

vibrational levels of the ground state and

The forbidden transitions are

the two
lose-lying
ore-ex ited states:
−1
1
−1
|1σu 1πg i (solid), |1σg 1πg1 i (dashed).

marked with a dashed line.

To summarize, we are interested here in the following x-ray IR-shaped spe tra stemming
from the two doubly degenerated

ore-ex ited and ve nal states of the N2 mole ule. The

x-ray absorption spe trum (Fig. 6.2):

1

−1
1 1
Σ+
g → (1σu 1πg ) Πu ,

and the spe tra of two dierent RIXS

1. symmetry allowed 

1

hannels (Fig. 6.1):

−1
1 1
Σ+
g → (1σu 1πg ) Πu → f,

2. symmetry forbidden 
1
∆u ,1 Σ+
u.

1

f = (3σg−1 1πg1 )1 Πg ,

−1
1 1
−1
1 1 −
−1
1 1
Σ+
g → (1σg 1πg ) Πg → f , f = (2σu 1πg ) Πu , (1πu 1πg ) Σu ,

6.2 Amplitude equations for ore-ex ited and nal states
In the general

ase, it is su ient to

onsider a four-level mole ule with a xed nal state

whi h intera ts with a low-frequen y pump eld (L), high-frequen y in ident x-ray radiation
(X1) and s attered x-ray radiation (X2):
These elds mix the ground (ψ0 ), the two

E α (t) = eα Eα (t) cos(ωα t + ϕα ), α = L, X1, X2.
ore-ex ited (ψ1 and ψ2 ) and the nal (ψf ) states

Chapter 6 Role of ore-hole hopping in x-ray spe tra
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(Fig. 6.1) to produ e a wave pa ket
ray eld does not

ψ =

P

i

ai ψi .

We assume that the weak in ident x-

hange the ground-state population,

a0 ≈ 1,

spontaneous x-ray eld does not ae t the population of the

and that the weak s attered

ore-ex ited states. It is natural

to treat both weak x-ray elds in the rotating wave approximation (RWA), in
the strong laser eld whi h is stri tly a

Here

ontrast to

ounted for:

ı
−ıω21 t L
ȧ1 + Γa1 = eı(ω10 −ωX1 )t−ıϕX1 GX1
G12 cos(ωL t + ϕL )a2 ,
10 + ıe
2
ȧ2 + Γa2 = ıeıω21 t cos(ωLt + ϕL )GL21 a1 , GX1
20 = 0,
ı ı(ωX2 −ω1f )t X2
Gf 1 a1 + eı(ωX2 −ω2f )t GX2
ȧf + Γf af = [e
f 2 a2 ].
2
Gαij = (eα · dij )Eα /~, α = L, X1, X2, are the Rabi frequen ies of the x-ray

(6.3)

absorption,

x-ray emission and IR-laser transitions between the states. It is supposed that the lifetime

Γ1 = Γ2 = Γ. The dipole sele tion
= 0 be ause the transition 0 → 2 is forbidden. Similarly, for ea h
X2
X2
X2
s attering hannel, one of the Rabi frequen ies (Gf 1 , Gf 2 ) is equal to zero (Gf 1 = 0 when
X2
f = u or Gf 2 = 0 when f = g ), be ause the ore-ex ited states have opposite parities: the
upper state ψ2 is gerade, while the lower state ψ1 is ungerade (see Fig. 6.1).

broadening of the two
X1
rules require that G20

For the

ore-ex ited states is the same

omputation of the XAS

ross se tion only (see Paper 8), we use also (6.3), however,

the s attered x-ray eld X2 and the equation for the nal states
system. In addition, we
vibrational state

|νi

ψf

are removed from the

onsider also the vibrational degrees of freedom, so that for ea h

the amplitudes in (6.3) are transformed as

a1 → a1,ν

and

a2 → a2,ν .

Despite the extra degree of freedom, the equations still maintain their simple form, be ause
the potential energy urves of the lose-lying ore-ex ited states
to ea h other (Fig. 6.2). Thus, the IR eld does not mix the

ψ1 and ψ2 are almost parallel

ore-ex ited vibrational states

hψ1 , ν|ψ2 , ν ′ i = δν ′ ,ν ,
and it is su ient to
to

ψ1

onsider only the ele tron-vibrational transitions from the ground state

with frequen ies

into the Rabi frequen

(6.4)

ω1,ν;0,0 and Fran k-Condon fa
X1
X1
y hψ1 , ν|0, 0iG10 → G1,ν;0,0 .

tors

hψ1 , ν|0, 0i,

whi h

an be inserted

To get an insight into the dynami s of the ex ited-state populations, it is instru tive to
write down the XAS single-state solutions of (6.3) for overlapping re tangular x-ray and
laser pulses for both of whi h RWA is used.

Though RWA breaks down for strong laser

elds, this approximation is still useful for qualitative analysis. The solutions read




 
ıGX1 e−ıΩX1 t
1 − e−Γt eı(ΩX1 +ΩL /2−∆/2)t
ΩL + ∆
a1
=
{
−GL21 e−ıΩL t
a2
4∆
Γ − ı(ΩX1 + ΩL /2 − ∆/2)



1 − e−Γt eı(ΩX1 +ΩL /2+∆/2)t
∆ − ΩL
}, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ,
+
GL21 e−ıΩL t
Γ − ı(ΩX1 + ΩL /2 + ∆/2)

(6.5)

6.3 X-ray absorption and Raman s attering in laser eld
where

ΩX1 ≡ ωX1 − ω10

and

ΩL ≡ ωL − ω21

are, respe tively, the detuning energies of the

τ

in ident x-ray and laser elds from the resonan es, and
pulses. One
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is the duration of the re tangular

an see that the absorption resonan e experien es Rabi splitting

q
∆ = (GL21 )2 + Ω2L ,
aused by the laser indu ed transitions between the

(6.6)

ore-ex ited states.

6.3 X-ray absorption and Raman s attering in laser eld
From the solutions of the amplitude equations (6.3),
ross se tion as

σXAS =

X

σν ,

σν ∝

ν

ρ1,ν = |a1,ν |2 , we

Z∞

ρ1,ν (t)dt.

an

ompute the XAS

(6.7)

−∞

Analogously, the RIXS ross se tion (see Paper 9) is determined by the nal-state popuρf = |af |2 (the vibrational degrees of freedom are not in luded):

lations

σRIXS =

X

σf ,

σf ∝

f

The

onstant prefa tors of the

Z∞

ρf (t)dt.

(6.8)

−∞

ross se tions are negle ted, be ause we are only interested

in the relative intensities shaped by the IR eld.

Figure 6.3: Alignment of the light polarization ve tors

eα

for: (a) XAS of xed-

in-spa e mole ules; (b) RIXS of randomly
oriented mole ules.

We present the results for a parti ular geometri al arrangement of the light polarization
ve tors for XAS of xed-in-spa e mole ules (Fig. 6.3(a)) and RIXS of randomly oriented
mole ules (Fig. 6.3(b)). Details about the orientation averaging
and Paper 9.

an be found in Paper 8
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Figure 6.4:
mole ules;
fs,

ΩL = 0.

XAS of xed-in-spa e N2

τX = τL = 50

fs,

t0 = 500

(a) Absen e of Rabi opping

Figure 6.5: RIXS for dierent intensities
of the IR eld,

IL ; τX = τL = 1

ps.

ΩL =

0.

(b) Laser indu ed broadening and shifts.

The ele tron-vibrational absorption spe trum of xed-in-spa e mole ules in the absen e of
laser-indu ed Rabi opping is displayed in Fig. 6.4(a) for

When the laser
1
intensity ex eeds the threshold Ith (6.1), the IR eld mixes the ungerade ( Πu ) and the
1
hanges.
gerade ( Πg ) ore-ex ited states and the XAS prole (Fig. 6.4(b)) exhibits dramati
First of all, one

an see that the spe trum is

omparison.

onsiderably broadened due to the time-

dependent Rabi splitting. This broadening results in a de reased absorption probability in
omparison with Fig. 6.4(a). The fall of spe tral intensity is proportional to the laser eld
strength. Se ondly, it is evident that the Rabi splitting (6.6) results in

onsiderable shifts

of the absorption resonan es from the original positions in Fig. 6.4(a). We pay attention to
the fa t that the individual vibrational proles are not symmetri ally split, as one would
2
2
expe t from the two Lorentzians in |a1 | (6.5) having the term (ΩX1 + ΩL /2 ± ∆/2) in
their denominators. Instead, asymmetri al shapes are observed in Fig. 6.4(b); this ee t is

6.3 X-ray absorption and Raman s attering in laser eld
beyond the limits of RWA and
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an be reprodu ed only when the stri t form of the strong

laser eld is used in the equations.
The RIXS spe tra are plotted in Fig. 6.5 for dierent intensities of the IR eld. One an see
1
that when the IR-laser pulse is weak, only the symmetry-allowed hannel ( Πg ) is observed;
this

orresponds to unaltered x-ray absorption (Fig. 6.4(a)). However, when the intensity
1
−
of the IR pulse approa hes the threshold value, the symmetry-forbidden hannels ( Πu , Σu ,
1
∆u , 1 Σ+
u ) are opened and the de ay transitions from the gerade ore-ex ited state to the
ungerade nal states are also dete ted. It is evident that the redu ed absorption probability
resulting from the eld broadening diminishes the RIXS ross se tion as well. The energy
1 +
− 1
splitting between the symmetry-forbidden nal states Σu , ∆u , and Σu deserves a spe ial
−1
1
omment. These states have ele troni
onguration |1πu 1πg i and therefore the splitting
R 2
1πg (r1 )1/r12 1πu2 (r2 )dr1dr2 . However, those states annot be
owes to integrals of the type

a

essed by the

kind of ele troni
ex ited state,
in the

3pπu

|0i

and

onventional RIXS experiment: the

losest nal state that resembles su h

intera tion an be populated by RIXS through the Rydberg 3pπu ore→ |1πu−1 3pπu1 i. In pra ti e, the intera tion between the ele trons residing

1πu

orbitals is mu h weaker and splitting is not observed.

7

This simple

example shows that the proposed two- olor pump-probe s heme is indeed a unique tool for
probing the stru ture of matter ina

essible by

onventional experimental means.
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Chapter 7
Con lusions

This thesis

an be summarized as follows:

• The strong limitation of the x-ray absorption spe

tros opy in the resonant s attering mode

was thoroughly analyzed using two-dimensional s attering spe tra. The spe tra obtained
in that mode have resolution beyond the lifetime broadening of the

ore-ex ited states.

However, the absorption resonan es in su h spe tra are shifted with respe t to the

onven-

tional x-ray absorption peaks. We attribute the origin of the shift to the lifetime vibrational
interferen e between the

oherently ex ited intermediate states.

• We show that, for a broad

lass of systems, highly resolved lifetime-broadening-free spe tra

are possible to obtain. This ee t is observed for x-ray s attering entailing parallel potential
energy

•

urves of the

ore-ex ited and nal states.

We demonstrate that spe tral resolution even beyond the width of the spe tral fun tion

an in prin iple be obtained. However, this possibility requires a

ompromise between the

un ertainty in the lo ation of the resonan e and the desired spe tral resolution.

• Our time-dependent theory ni ely explains the anisotropy of the Auger s attering through
a shake-up disso iative Π state in the CO mole ule. The origin of the observed anisotropy is
a strong suppression of the dire t photoionization when the ele tron is eje ted perpendi ular
to the x-ray polarization. The Doppler-split spe tral feature near 299.4 eV was des ribed
quantitatively.
through a

Π

This is in fa t the rst observation of a Doppler splitting for s attering

ore-ex ited state.

• The ne stru

ture in the vi inity of the O1s→

σ∗

ex itation region of the x-ray absorption

spe trum of the oxygen mole ule was analyzed employing dierent models. The numeri al
simulations made it possible to distinguish the important ex ited ele troni
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states and their

Chapter 7 Con lusions

58
interse ting points in the region of absorption. Thus, the
between the

ru ial role of the vibroni

oupling

ore-ex ited states was revealed. We suggest several s enarios for the formation

of the rst absorption peak in the feature.

• The

x-ray Auger s attering spe tra through the O1s→

σ∗

ex itation were investigated for

the oxygen mole ule. Based on the x-ray absorption results, we explain the pe uliar shape
and the strong

hange upon detuning. We found that the main origin of this ee t is the

interferen e between two intermediate ele troni
with the dire t-s attering

•

states on one hand, and the interferen e

hannel on the other hand.

We investigated the role of the intramole ular vibrational redistribution in the forma-

tion of amplied spontaneous emissions.
bi-exponential kineti

model.

We employed for that purpose an approximate

It is shown that the intramole ular vibrational redistribu-

tion shifts to higher energies the pump-energy threshold after whi h blue-shifted amplied
spontaneous emissions are observed .

• We suggest a new s

heme of x-ray pump-probe spe tros opy based on the ore-hole hopping

indu ed by an infrared laser eld. Our investigation of this s heme showed several interesting
ee ts.

The Rabi opping of the

ore holes results in broadening and shifts of the x-ray

absorption ele tron-vibrational peaks.
opens up symmetry-forbidden s attering
resonant x-ray Raman s attering prole.

The laser-indu ed

hange of the

hannels and brings about a drasti

ore-hole parity
hange of the
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